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BRECON BEACONS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY

Dear Member

A meeting of the NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY will be held in THE 
CONFERENCE ROOM, PLAS Y FFYNNON, CAMBRIAN WAY, BRECON 
LD3 7HP ON TUESDAY, 10TH DECEMBER, 2019 AT 12.30 PM OR ON THE 
RISING OF THE PLANNING, ACCESS AND RIGHTS OF WAY 
COMMITTEE when your attendance is requested.

Yours sincerely

Julian Atkins

Chief Executive

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY FILMS AND
WEBCASTS ALL ITS PUBLIC MEETINGS LIVE  - 

http://www.breconbeacons.public-i.tv/core/ 

Fire Evacuation Advice

In the event of a fire, please exit the building via the main staircase,

and assemble in the car park at Assembly Point 3

1 CORRESPONDENCE 

To receive and consider the attached Schedule of Correspondence and any 
recommendations thereon (below).

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

To receive any declarations of interest from Members relating to items on the 
agenda.  Members’ attention is drawn to the sheet attached to the attendance 

Public Document Pack

http://www.breconbeacons.public-i.tv/core/
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sheet and the need to record their declarations verbally and in writing, 
specifying the nature of the interest.

 
If Members have declared an interest in an item please ensure that you 
inform the Chair when you are leaving the room, so that this can be 
recorded in the minutes.
 

3 MINUTES (Pages 5 - 12)

4 AUDIT & SCRUTINY MINUTES (Pages 13 - 18)

To receive the minutes of the Audit & Scrutiny Committee that was held on 

the 26th of July 2019.

5 PUBLIC SPEAKING 

To give opportunity for members of the public to address the meeting in 
accordance with the Authority’s Public Speaking Scheme.

 

6 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS 

To receive a verbal report on meetings and events attended by the Chairman 
since the last meeting of the Authority.
 

7 CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S ANNOUNCEMENTS 

To receive a report from the Chief Executive on meetings attended and 
progress made on Authority business since the last meeting of the Authority.
 

A: DECISION ITEM: CHIEF EXECUTIVE

8 ESTABLISHMENT OF A POLICY WORKING GROUP (Pages 19 - 24)

9 REVIEW OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERVIEW POLICY 
(Pages 25 - 30)

B: DECISION ITEM: PLANNING, ACCESS AND RIGHTS OF WAY
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10 LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN PREFERRED STRATEGY 
CONSULTATION RESPONSES (Pages 31 - 46)

11 LDP2 ADDITIONAL CANDIDATE SITE CONSULTATION (Pages 47 
- 76)

C: DECISION ITEM: COUNTRYSIDE AND LAND MANAGEMENT

12 BBNPA POSITION STATEMENT ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
NATURE RECOVERY (Pages 77 - 90)

13 BIODIVERSITY & RESILENCE OF ECOSYSTEMS DUTY REPORT 
(Pages 91 - 114)

14 POSITION STATEMENT FOR WOODLAND RESTORATION AND 
EXPANSION (Pages 115 - 132)

15 MEMBER CHAMPION VOLUNTEER REPORT AND VOLUNTEER 
POLICY (Pages 133 - 150)

D: ITEMS FOR INFORMATION

16 MEMBER CHAMPION REPORTS 

17 MEMBER REPORTS 

18 GIFTS & HOSPITALITY 

19 ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

RECOMMENDATION: to exclude the press and public from the 
meeting during consideration of item 20 in accordance with section 
100A of the Local Government Act 1972, as amended, on the 
grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information 
as defined in paragraph 14 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government 
Act 1972.

 
 
RECOMMENDATION: to exclude the press and public from the 
meeting during consideration of item 21 in accordance with section 
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100A of the Local Government Act 1972, as amended, on the 
grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information 
as defined in paragraphs 12 and 13 of Schedule 12A to the Local 
Government Act 1972.
 

E: EXEMPT ITEMS

20 NATIONAL PARK VISITOR CENTRE - A FUTURE PLAN (Pages 151 - 
180)

21 UPDATE ON FOEL DEG BOUNDARY MANAGEMENT (Pages 181 - 
186)

22 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

SCHEDULE OF CORRESPONDENCE

1. To receive apologies for absence

2. Such other correspondence as, in the opinion of the Chairman, is of such urgency 
as to warrant consideration.

Any enquiries about this agenda should be addressed to Julia Gruffydd or Angharad 
Hawkes 01874624337
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MINUTES OF BRECON BEACONS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY NATIONAL 
PARK AUTHORITY HELD AT CONFERENCE ROOM, PLAS Y FFYNNON, 

CAMBRIAN WAY, BRECON LD3 7HP ON TUESDAY, 29TH OCTOBER, 2019

PRESENT:

Powys

Cllr Ratcliffe (Chair), Cllr M Jones, Cllr Phil Pritchard, Cllr K Laurie-Parry, Cllr E Roderick, Cllr 
McIntosh and Cllr McNicholas

Monmouthshire

Cllr A Webb and Cllr M Feakins

Carmarthenshire

Cllr Madge

Merthyr Tydfil

Cllr M Colbran

Rhondda Cynon Taff

Cllr G Thomas

Torfaen

Cllr S Evans

Blaenau Gwent

Cllr J Hill

Members appointed by the Welsh Government

Mr Edward Evans (Deputy Chair), Mr Ian Rowat, Mr James Marsden, Ms Deborah Perkin, Mr Julian 
Stedman, Mr Christopher Coppock and Mrs Sue Holden

In Attendance

Angharad HawkesSean O'Connor, Monitoring Officer
Stephen Gray, Delivery Director
Mr Julian Atkins, Chief Executive
Elaine Standen, Finance Manager
Mrs Julia Gruffydd, Democratic Services Manager
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Apologies
Cllr A James

110/19 Correspondence 

The Chair welcomed all to the meeting and apologised for the delay in starting, due to a 
longer than anticipated Planning, Access and Rights of Way Committee.
 
Apologies were noted and he reminded members to send their apologies to the relevant 
officer in advance of meetings.

111/19 Declarations of Interest 

All members present declared a personal interest in item 14 – Independent Remuneration 
Panel for Wales report.  The Monitoring Officer signed the declaration on behalf of all 
members.
 
Mr I Rowat and Mr E Evans declared a personal and prejudicial interest in item 9 – 
Composition of the Authority.  Mr Evan subsequently left the meeting before this item 
was addressed.  The Monitoring Officer advised that both members could declare a 
personal interest and remain in the meeting but both members opted to withdraw.

112/19 Minutes 

RESOLVED:  That the minutes of the meeting held on 3 
September 2019 be approved and the Chair authorised to 
sign them as a correct record.

113/19 Public Speaking 

There were no requests to speak.

114/19 Chairman's Announcements 

The Chair advised that he had been involved in a lot of work behind the scenes but would 
be representing the Authority at the forthcoming Remembrance Day Service.  He and the 
Deputy Chair had attended a very positive meeting with the farming community to discuss 
Local Development Plan policies relating to agriculture.  He recorded his thanks to those 
farmers who attended, and to the officers who had arranged the meeting.
 
Cllr A Webb joined the meeting and confirmed she had no declarations of interest.

115/19 Chief Executive's Announcements 

The Chief Executive had circulated his announcements.  He advised that members heard 
the RSPB recording of birdsong as they entered the meeting, in support of its Let Nature 
Sing Campaign.
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116/19 Access to Information 

RESOLVED: to exclude the press and public from the 
meeting during consideration of item 8 in accordance 
with section 100A of the Local Government Act 1972, as 
amended, on the grounds that it involves the likely 
disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraphs 
12, 13, 14 and 15 of Schedule 12A to the Local 
Government Act 1972.
 
RESOLVED: to exclude the press and public from the 
meeting during consideration of item 9 in accordance 
with section 100A of the Local Government Act 1972, as 
amended, on the grounds that it involves the likely 
disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraphs 
12, 13 and 14 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government 
Act 1972.
 
RESOLVED: to exclude the press and public from the 
meeting during consideration of item 10 in accordance 
with section 100A of the Local Government Act 1972, as 
amended, on the grounds that it involves the likely 
disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraphs 
12, 13 and 14 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government 
Act 1972.

117/19 Future Priorities & Structure Proposals 

Cllr M Colbran left the meeting shortly after the start of this item.
 
The Chief Executive and Delivery Director presented future priorities (three work 
programmes and nine focus areas) proposed as a framework for 2021-25.  They also 
presented restructure proposals and implications across Delivery, Corporate Services and 
Planning (including pools of roles at risk) for a 30-day staff consultation.
 
A member asked for the defined focus area ‘ Protecting Lowlands and Freshwater’ to be 
amended to ‘Enhancing’ which he felt removed the risk to fresh water.  Members also 
questioned the use of the word’ visitor in ‘Inspiring Visitor Outreach and Experiences’ and 
preferred the word ‘people’.  These points were noted by officers.
 
There was some discussion about the best way of progressing work with the farming 
community, which would be continued outside the meeting.
 
There was unanimous support from members for the restructure proposals, both the 
content and the way in which they had been presented.  They also hoped this would lead 
to a positive change in culture with the most effective use of skills across the organisation.
 
Mr E Evans expressed his support for the proposals but had to leave the meeting during 
the debate.
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Members were unanimously of the opinion that the Chief Executive and Delivery 
Director be given delegated responsibility for final decisions and implementation of the 
restructuring proposals.
 

RESOLVED:  
 
a) To approve the future priorities (three work 

programmes and nine focus areas) proposed as a 
framework for the National Park Management Plan 
review for 2021-25 and future reporting;

 
b) To approve the restructure proposals and implications 

across Delivery, Corporate Services and Planning 
(including pools of roles at risk) for a 30-day staff 
consultation;

 
c) To delegate the Chief Executive and Delivery Director 

to proceed with the restructure proposals as set out in 
the report above and make final decisions, with a 
progress report to be made to the Authority in 
February 2020.

 
 

118/19 Composition of the National Park Authority 

Mr I Rowat declared his personal and prejudicial interest in this item and withdrew from 
the meeting.
 
The Democratic Services Manager advised members of the options open to them 
regarding the reappointment and recruitment of Welsh Government appointed members 
on the Authority, subject to the Minister’s approval.  They noted the decision of one 
member not to stand for reappointment at the end of the first term of office, which 
created two vacancies following the resignation of Mr Ham.  Members appreciated the 
willingness of Welsh Government officials to enter into discussion on these matters in the 
best interest of the Authority.
 
They also noted that the Welsh Government had confirmed legislative space for reducing 
the number of members on the Authority to 18, and the need to recommend a ‘coming 
into force’ date to the Minister, to align with budget forecasts and appointment issues.
 
While opting for recruitment of new members the importance of succession planning, 
corporate memory and bringing new and necessary skills into the Authority was 
highlighted.
 

RESOLVED:  
 
a)    To agree a ‘coming into force date’ for the reduction 

of the Authority from 24 to 18 members of the 1st 
April 2020;
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b) To ask the Welsh Government to recruit two new 

members through the Public Appointments process.

119/19 Review of New Governance Structures 

Mr I Rowat rejoined the meeting.
 
Members noted the key issues arising from the review of the new governance structures.
 

RESOLVED:  
 
a)    To endorse the areas outlined in the report for 

further consideration by the Governance and Member 
Development Working Group with a view to bringing 
firm recommendations to the Authority in December;

 
b) To instruct officers to implement the operational 

changes suggested in the survey responses in order to 
improve efficiency, to be overseen by the Governance 
and Member Development Working Group.

120/19 Annual Report 2018/19 

The IT and Systems Manager presented the draft Annual Report for 2018/19 and 
apologised for the delay in this, due to staff resignation and capacity issues.  He reported 
that the members of Audit and Scrutiny Committee had had no further comments when 
they considered this on 25 October, apart from typographical errors which would be 
corrected before publication.
 

RESOLVED:  That members approve the annual report 
for publication, subject to any amendments they require 
and pending design work, with final sign off delegated to 
the CEO.

121/19 Review of the Local Resolution Protocol 

The Monitoring Officer presented the draft document which had been open to 
member/senior officer consultation and which would replace the current Local Resolution 
Protocol.  He read out a supporting statement from the Chair of Standards Committee. 
Members welcomed the document but hoped that any issues arising could be dealt with 
informally without redress to this process.
 
The officer was asked to add a review date to the document before publication and 
arrange a regular review every two years.
 

RESOLVED: 
 
a)        to remove the current ‘Procedures for Dealing 

with Alleged Breaches of a Local Protocol’ and ‘Local  
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Resolution Protocol’ within the Authority’s 
constitution and adopt the revised ‘Local Resolution 
Protocol – Complaints against Members of the 
Authority under the Code of Conduct’;

 
b)     to authorise the Monitoring Officer to make any 

consequential changes to other documents within the 
Constitution to ensure editorial consistency with the 
new Protocol; and

 
c)     to delegate to the Monitoring Officer the ability to 

make changes at any time to the ‘Guidance’ sections 
of the Protocol in consultation with Chair of the 
Governance and Member Development Working 
Group.

 
d)     To review the Protocol every two years and advise 

members of any changes.

122/19 Pay Policy Statement 

The Finance Manager presented the Pay Policy Statement which was an annual 
requirement for the Authority and related to the previous year.
 

RESOLVED:  That the Authority approves the Pay Policy 
Statement for Publication.

123/19 Independent Remuneration Panel for Wales Draft Report 2020/21 

Members noted the changes to allowances proposed by the Panel.  The Democratic 
Services Manager proposed that the Cost of Care Policy be approved in light of amended 
guidance from the Panel to ensure that any claims were dealt with equitably.
 

RESOLVED: 
 
a)        To note the proposals made by the IRPW for 

increases and changes to the member allowance 
scheme for 2020/21 but not to send a corporate 
response;

 
b)     To approve the Cost of Care Policy as a framework 

for administering the Cost of Care Allowance.

124/19 Planning Protocol 

The Head of Planning and Heritage presented amendments to the protocol.
 

RESOLVED:  To approve the amendments to the 
Planning Protocol in relation to call in procedures.
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125/19 Consultation Draft Llangattock Conservation Area Review 

The Senior Built Heritage Officer presented the draft document.  Members welcomed this 
as an excellent report.  The presence of mature trees was highlighted as a strength rather 
than a weakness but the importance of successor generations of trees was emphasised.
 
The officer thanked members for their comments and advised that her colleague Lindsey 
Cuddy had provided the text for the document.
 
A member suggested that in future officers be delegated to approve consultation drafts in 
consultation with the appropriate Chair.  The Chief Executive advised that ad hoc changes 
to the Scheme of Delegation were not the most efficient way of improving efficiency and 
suggested that the Monitoring Officer bring a suite of changes at the appropriate time.
 

RESOLVED:  To approve the publication of the 
Llangattock Conservation Area Appraisal (Consultation 
draft) for the purposes of an 8 week public consultation

126/19 Member and Member Champion Reports 

The Chair referred to the thought provoking report on the recent National Parks UK 
Conference which had been published on Modern.gov.  He thanked Mr Coppock for this.

127/19 Gifts & Hospitality 

The Chair reminded members who had attended the NPUK Conference to declare items 
that they had been given.
 
No other declarations were made.

128/19 Any Other Business 

There was no further business.

Signed as a correct record
Chairman of the National Park Authority
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MINUTES OF BRECON BEACONS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY AUDIT AND 
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE HELD AT CONFERENCE ROOM, PLAS Y FFYNNON, 

CAMBRIAN WAY, BRECON LD3 7HP ON FRIDAY, 26TH JULY, 2019

PRESENT:

Powys

Cllr McIntosh and Cllr K Laurie-Parry

Monmouthshire

Cllr A Webb (Chair)

Carmarthenshire

Cllr K Madge

Rhondda Cynon Taff

Cllr G Thomas

Members appointed by the Welsh Government

Mr Ian Rowat (Deputy Chair), Mr James Marsden and Mrs Sue Holden

In Attendance

Sean O'Connor, Monitoring Officer
Mr Julian Atkins, Chief Executive
Elaine Standen, Finance Manager
Mr Paul Funnell, IT and Systems Manager
Mrs Julia Gruffydd, Democratic Services Manager

Apologies

Cllr A James

Stephen Gray (Delivery Director)

32/19 Correspondence 

The Chair welcomed members and officers to the meeting.  She also welcomed Cllr 
Laurie-Parry who was back on the committee and paid tribute to Cllr John Hill who had 
left the committee. She welcomed Clive Fitzgerald from Internal Audit and Ian Raynes, 
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Acting Chair of the Authority’s Standards Committee who was observing the meeting as 
part of his own learning.
 
Apologies were noted.
 
 

33/19 Declarations of Interest 

There were no declarations of interest.
 
 

34/19 Minutes 

One typographical error was highlighted which would be corrected before the minutes 
were published.
 

RESOLVED:  That the minutes of the meeting held on 3 
May 2019 be approved and the Chair authorised to sign 
them as a correct record.

 
 

35/19 AGM Minutes 

Officers advised that the attendance for this meeting would be corrected before the 
minutes were published.
 

RESOLVED:  That the minutes of the meeting held on 28 
June 2019 be approved and the Chair authorised to sign 
them as a correction record.

 
 

36/19 Public Speaking Scheme 

There were no requests to speak.
 
 

37/19 Action Tracking 

Members sought clarification from officers on progress with some of the actions.
 
 

38/19 2018/19 Financial Outturn and Reserves 
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Members received the outturn report and reserves position for the financial year 
2018/19.
 
                                      RESOLVED:  To note the report.
 
 

39/19 2019/20 Budget Performance to 30 June 2019 

The Finance Manager presented the budget performance report for the first quarter of 
2019/20 and advised that this was as expected at this time of year.  A member 
congratulated staff on this.
 
Delays in grant funding were noted and the Chief Executive advised that the Delivery 
Director was addressing this, particularly where there might be impact on future grant 
applications.
 

RESOLVED:  To note the report.
 
 

40/19 Statement of Accounts 2018/19 

The Finance Manager advised that this was an opportunity for members to review the 
Statement of Accounts before they were presented for approval at the EGM on 30 July.  
She outlined some changes in accounting process since last year.
 
A member suggested that in future the Authority’s achievements in using public money 
effectively be highlighted in an introduction.  She also felt that underspend was in fact a 
success story, and that an explanation was needed about the potential use of reserves, for 
example, to provide match funding in grant applications. A different view was expressed 
about underspend, and a member sought assurance from the Chief Executive that a list of 
projects was available which could be implemented should underspend occur.  The Chief 
Executive confirmed that he had submitted a list of unfunded pressures to the Welsh 
Government, although these would be subject to a prioritisation exercise as with other 
projects.  Members regretted the continuing annual budget projection rather than three 
years.
 
A member highlighted the uncertainty over the pension fund, which was common to all 
local authorities but stressed that the Authority should spend rather than hoard its 
reserves.  The CEO advised that a pension valuation was due this year, and that the 
Authority needed to be able to fund a potential pay award as well as the change 
programme.  The Finance Manager advised that the Authority should receive an indication 
of the situation in December, but would be driven by Powys County Council on this.
 
The difficulty of managing budgets when working with partners was also noted.  A 
suggestion was made that it would be helpful to have some ratios, such as the constituent 
local authority contribution per resident which might demonstrate value for money.
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The Finance Manager concluded that the auditors had asked the Authority to ensure it 
had a process to enable learning from successes and failures in projects, and use this to 
make improvements in future. The same applied to the need to learn from performance in 
budget management and a process of review of outturns against estimate by budget 
managers.
 

RESOLVED:  That members note the contents of the 
report and the draft Statement of Accounts as published.

 
 

41/19 Internal Audit Update 

The Finance Manager and Internal Audit updated members on the progress of the Block 1 
audits which had just been carried out.
 

RESOLVED:  That the contents of the report and 
outstanding management actions be noted.

 
 

42/19 Role of Scrutiny 

The Democratic Services Manager advised that the Chair had asked for this to be on the 
agenda as an opportunity to highlight the role of scrutiny in the new structures and 
whether an additional process was needed.  She referred to the new Key Work Area 
Groups and Policy Forum as opportunities for scrutiny.  
 
Members made the point that some informal scrutiny was already being carried out by 
individual members with senior officers or as part of the champion role.  The lack of 
officer capacity for a formal process was also recognised as well as the fact that the 
Authority was in a different place from when the formal process was developed.  There 
was consensus that the new structures allowed for scrutiny when coupled with internal 
and external audit, but a member felt there was a danger in becoming too focused 
internally and another felt that the Authority must be mindful of public opinion.
 
A member suggested that the Authority should consider a 360 degree review at some 
stage in a structured way to include stakeholders; he cited the planning service where the 
service was better than its reputation.  The Chief Executive confirmed that these 
conversations were taking place with stakeholders and that they would be looking at 
stakeholders again as part of the change programme.  He suggested that the review of 
governance structures in the autumn should include how the Authority captured learning 
points and tracking actions from conversations as a member highlighted.  The Chair 
advised that constituent local authorities should be included in any stakeholder review.
 
Members highlighted the number of reports on this agenda ‘for noting’ and said that this 
was the wrong approach: words such as ‘accept’, ‘approve’ or ‘adopt’ should be used, as 
reports merely for noting should not be on the agenda.  Officers would amend the 
guidance recently developed for staff writing reports. 
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43/19 Compliments/Complaints/Freedom of Information 

Members reviewed compliments, complaints and Freedom of Information requests and 
welcomed the high level of compliments to staff.
 
 

44/19 Integrated assurance framework 

The IT and Systems Manager presented the new Integrated Assurance Framework which 
had been developed based on comments from members.  He had included additional 
reports on performance and risk but welcomed views as to whether this was required.  
Members made the following comments:
 

         Too much detail was not necessarily helpful
         Concept good but difficult to see what was behind the assertions
         Staff did not appear to understand what to put in the controls and weaknesses 

columns
         This format more applicable to local authorities with much bigger budgets
         Performance and risk reports helpful
         The work done to date was good but needed to be reworked in light of a new set 

of baselines (State of the Park Report)
         The Authority needed to be able to see measurable progress against key priorities 

such as climate change, and even long term change needed milestones
         Conscious of the officer time needed to develop these processes

 
The officer thanked members for their helpful comments which mirrored some concerns 
from the Senior Leadership Group.  He would welcome further discussion with members 
on how to link this to the change programme.  The Chair asked him to bring a further 
version of the framework to the next meeting.
 
A member cited examples of suggestions made that had not been acted on, such as 
funding for obtaining British Trust for Ornithology data, and for the Natural Resources 
Wales peat study, where some injection of resource would give valuable returns.  The 
Authority should seize opportunities such as this.  The Chief Executive advised that they 
would look at budget allocation and that such examples would be subject to the same 
prioritisation process as project proposals and other work.
 
The officer summarised that he would reformat the assurance framework for the next 
meeting such that lead officers would report the three most significant actions, three 
highest risks and three most important controls for each objective.  Members indicated 
that this would be an improvement.
 
Amendments to the recommendations were discussed in terms of order and the request 
to amend the framework for the next meeting.
 

a) That members discuss and query the content of the 
report;
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b) That members accept receipt of the report;
b) that officers review the comments made on the 

framework and bring a revised version to the next 
meeting.

 
 

45/19 Other Business 

There was no further business and the Chair thanked members and officers.
 
 

Signed as a correct record
Chairman of the Audit and Scrutiny Committee
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Proposed Establishment of a Policy Working Group

Name of 
Committee

 National Park Authority

Date 10 December 2019

Report Author Julia Gruffydd

Job title Democratic Services Manager

Contact Details
Julia.gruffydd@beacons-npa.gov.uk   01874 620400

Purpose of Report To seek agreement to the establishment of a Policy Working 
Group to carry out some of the technical work associated 
with policy development for the Local Development Plan and 
National Park Management Plan

Single Integrated 
Assessment

Not applicable

List of  Enclosures Enclosure 1:  Draft Terms of Reference for Policy 
Working Group

Public Interest Test Not applicable

Recommendations a) To agree to establish a Policy Working Group

b) To agree terms of reference for the Policy 
Working Group

c) To appoint members to the Policy Working 
Group until the next Annual General Meeting 
of the Authority

1.1 Introduction or Background

In the recent review of the new governance structures, as reported in an interim report 
to the last meeting of the Authority, one of the most consistent opinions expressed was 
that the Policy Forum agendas were too long and complex, and that it was heavily 
weighted to the development of the Local Development Plan (LDP) and National Park 
Management Plan to the detriment of wider policy issues.  It also meant that there was 
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limited opportunity for the ‘blue sky thinking’ that it had been set up to do, and little 
time for invited speakers.

Both members and officers expressed the idea that a separate body was needed to take 
some of the technical work out of Policy Forum to a smaller group.  This would not 
replace the Policy Forum and LDP and NPMP Policy would still come in a more 
developed format to the Forum for input from all members of the Authority. That is an 
important premise, as all members need to ‘own’ the Authority’s policies and express 
opinions.  What a separate smaller working group would do is create some time in 
Policy Forum to debate some of the wider challenges and policy direction and 
development.

This proposal is brought to the Authority so that the Working Group, if approved, can 
start working in January 2020 to progress the two statutory plans.

1.2 Proposals

The Governance and Member Development Working Group (GMDWG) considered 
the remit for this working group, and views were also sought from the Chair of the 
Policy Forum.  His view were that this group should consider other strategic plans as 
well as the three new programme areas.  However, the GMDWG (supported by the 
officers responsible for the development of the LDP and NPMP) felt that a vehicle was 
needed to deal solely with these two key plans in order to progress them in line with 
the statutory process and timetable.  This was particularly true of the NPMP which has 
been delayed through staff changes.

The GMDWG also recognised that there might be a need for a second working group 
to address delivery issues, but that this could not be established until the change 
programme had been confirmed and implemented.  They intend to consider this at the 
appropriate stage as it was felt that a delivery Working Group could potentially replace 
the Key Work Area Groups which had not been as effective as hoped.

The working group is not envisaged as needing formal reports or papers, but officers 
will rely on the ability of its members to distil large amounts of information in order to 
support policy development.  The GMDWG saw this asbeing  more important than 
knowledge in particular areas, and did not want to exclude members who did not see 
themselves as ‘expert’.  Motivation, interest and capacity were seen as key factors in 
membership of the group and to reiterate, this will not exclude the wider membership.  
The new working group could also play a valuable role in advising officers how to 
present draft policy effectively to the Policy Forum.
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It was suggested that the working group could act as a ‘project board’ for the two key 
plans, supporting officers but ensuring that timetables were being met and any obstacles 
overcome.

The GMDWG also recognised the potential for members to cross the line between 
strategic and operational (which was highlighted in the response to the governance 
review) and the onus would be on officers to manage the workload and make clear 
what they needed from members. 

1.3 Implications

Establishing this group will allow the Policy Forum to operate in a more proactive way, 
with guest speakers and presentations from partners.  The agenda have been overly 
influenced by the LDP and NPMP timetable which is inevitable but can now be opened 
up to wider policy consideration and debate on issues.

1.4 Risk

There is a risk that the working group could become a ‘mini Policy Forum’ but, with a 
focused remit and careful management of agendas, this will provide an essential vehicle 
for officers to progress the plans.  There is also a risk of capacity, particularly once the 
Authority reduces to 18 members but this can be reviewed at the Annual General 
Meeting.

1.5 Conclusion

The new governance structures agreed in 2018 have worked well to a certain extent, and 
the support for the concept of the Policy Forum was evident in the feedback in the recent 
review from members and officers.  However, the workload has become too much for 
one body and the working group provides a solution by taking the technical element out 
of Policy Forum.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

a) To agree to establish a Policy Working Group

b) To agree terms of reference for the Policy Working Group

c) To appoint members to the Policy Working Group until the next Annual 
General Meeting of the Authority
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Draft Terms of Reference for a Policy Working Group

Purpose of Working Group

The working group would not duplicate the work of the Policy Forum, where all members of the 
Authority have the opportunity to contribute to policy development, but would address some of 
the more technical elements of this process and support officers in presenting this to Policy 
Forum.

Composition

The working group shall consist of not more than nine members of the Authority, as far as 
possible observing a two thirds/one third balance of local authority and Welsh Government 
appointed members, to include the Chair and Deputy Chair of the Policy Forum.  

Members of the working group will need to have the motivation and capacity to attend meetings 
as needed, and have the ability to distil large amounts of information to inform policy.

From time to time, and without setting a precedent, other members may be invited to attend a 
meeting in relation to a particular topic or area of expertise.

The following officers will also attend meetings:

 Chief Executive 
 Democratic Services Manager and/or Democratic Services Officer 
 Systems and Performance Manager
 Planning and Heritage Manager
 Principal Planning Officer, Policy
 Other officers as required

Terms of Reference

 To carry out focused work with officers to support the development of strategic policy, 
specifically of the Local Development Plan and National Park Management Plan 

 To work up proposals/reports to Policy Forum in line with the agreed forward plan for 
these document and to meet statutory deadlines

 Review draft Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPGs)
 Work with expert panels on policy development
 Work with officers to encourage input of all members at the Policy Forum (suggestions for 

how proposals can be presented at Policy Forum, using of workshops etc)
 To act as a project board to support and challenge officers in delivering the LDP and 

NPMP.

Frequency 

In between Policy Forums or as required by the forward programme for the review of the LDP 
and NPMP.
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Review of Personal Development Interview 

Name of 
Committee

 National Park Authority

Date 10 December 2019

Report Author Julia Gruffydd

Job title Democratic Services Manager

Contact Details
Julia.gruffydd@beacons-npa.gov.uk   01874 620400

Purpose of Report To seek agreement to amendments to the Personal 
Development Interview process to update process and 
encourage more effective outcomes for members and the 
Authority

Single Integrated 
Assessment

Not applicable

List of  Enclosures Enclosure 1:  Amended Personal Development 
Interview Policy

Public Interest Test Not applicable

Recommendations a) To agree changes to the Personal Development 
Interview Policy for members;

b) To endorse the fact that all members are required 
to have a PDI each year.

1.1 Introduction or Background

The recent award of the Welsh Local Government Association Advanced Charter for 
Member Support and Development, for the third time, is an indication that the 
Authority provides a good level of support and development opportunities for its 
members.

It is good practice to review practices on a regular basis to ensure that they are still 
relevant and fit for purpose.  The Governance and Member Development Working 
Group has reviewed the current process in detail and presents recommendations for 
amendments in wording, purpose and implementation.
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1.2 Proposals

In summary, changes include:

 A change in name from Personal Development Interview to Personal Development 
Review

 References to current legislation and guidance 
 More emphasis on how members are contributing or can contribute effectively
 Reduction in the number of members carrying out PDRs to enable greater 

consistency in approach (a balance of gender and local authority/Welsh 
Government members will always be important)

1.3 Implications

The PDR process is designed to support members and identify successes and areas 
where a members’ skills or experience could be most effective.  This will improve the 
effectiveness of the Authority as a whole in delivering its purposes and duty.

1.4 Risk

There is a risk that some members may find it difficult to commit to a PDR but flexibility 
can be applied to venue if necessary.  However, in order to maintain the effectiveness of 
the Authority the Governance and Member Development Working Group consider it 
essential that all members have a PDR.

1.5 Conclusion

As the Authority will reduce in size in 2020 it is even more important to support 
members and make the best use of all personal and vocational skills.  PDRs can provide an 
opportunity to review contributions and build a strong team.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

a) To agree changes to the Personal Development Interview Policy for 
members;

b) To endorse the fact that all members are required to have a PDI each year.
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Members Personal Development InterviewReviewsReviews 

Policy – July 2017December 2019 
 

Background 
 

Member Personal Development InterviewReviews (PDIPDRPDR) are an integral part of supporting 

members and is are a key component of the Welsh Local Government Association’s “A Wales 

Charter for Member Support and Development” of which the Authority holds the Advanced Level.  

As local authority or Welsh Government appointed Members you bring a range of expertise and 

experiences and face increasing challenges. Under the modernisationcurrent political agendas, , and in 

particular the ambition of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act and the clear direction for 

National Park Authorities in Valued and Resilient there are heightened expectations on you to 

undertake a diversity of roles, ranging from that of community leader, to special responsibilities within 

the Authority. In the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority we are striving to provide the best 

possible support for you to enable you to meet these challenges. This takes the form of skill and 

knowledge development, support facilities, and support services, in order for you to make an effective 

contribution to the work of the Authority.  In doing that you are required to behave in accordance 

with the Nolan Principles of Public Life. 

 

What are Personal Development InterviewReviews? 
 

Personal Development InterviewReviews are part of the framework to develop your skills, knowledge 

and experiences during your term of office within the Authority.  The interviewreviews themselves 

are an opportunity for you to reflect on the challenges you have faced and overcome, how relevant 

your training induction and initial development was and anything we still need to do to fully equip you 

with the skills you need for your role on the Authority. We takes your views very seriously and 

anything you can tell us about your experience, good or not so good, will help us improve our 

support for you. 

 

The members carrying out the PDRs will meet prior to the process each year in order to provide 

consistency of approach, receive any guidance on how to carry these out, and will also review any 

common outcomes from the process so that good practice as well as any obstacles can be recognised 

and addressed. 

 

The Personal Development InterviewReview (PDIPDR) 

 
What is the purpose 

of the PDIPDR 

 The PDIPDR is essentially an opportunity for you, as a Member of the 

Authority to get together with an experienced member to discuss and 

reflect on your development and experiences over the past twelve 

months, and how you have contributed to the work of the Authority.  

The interviewreview will provide you with an opportunity to focus on 

the following areas: 

 

1. Your role within the Authority, any key skills and knowledge 

areas you still need to develop and any challenges that you have 

faced. 

 

2. The most useful learning events that you have attended and why. 
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3. What you have learned and how this has helped you in your role 

 

4. How you were given information and how useful effective this 

was 

 

5. What has gone well /not so well 

 

5. What personal and vocational skills you have brought to the 

Authority or learned since you have been a member and been 

able to contribute 

 

The PDIPDR should not be a top down process or an opportunity for 

one person to ask questions and the other to reply. It should be a free 

flowing, constructive conversation review in which a range of views are 

exchanged which are treated sensitively and in confidence.  

 

PDIPDRs are designed to allow you an opportunity to review / reflect 

past behaviour and so provide an opportunity for you to evaluate your 

contribution to the work of the Authority. But toTo be truly successful, 

PDIPDRs should also be used as a basis for making development and 

improvement plans and reaching agreement about what should be done 

in the future and this is contained within the Personal Support Plan at the 

end of the document.  This last part of the process is the only one that 

will be shared to with Democratic Services. 

   

Who will conduct 

the InterviewReview 

  Chairman: PDIPDRs for Deputy Chairman of the Authority, 

Chairman of PAROW and Chairman of Audit and Scrutiny 

Committee, those members of PAROW not Audit and Scrutiny 

Committee (to be shared with the Chairman of PAROW) 

 

 Chairman  Audit and Scrutiny Committee:  Members of Audit and 

Scrutiny Committee 

 

 Chairman of PAROW: those members of PAROW not on Audit 

and Scrutiny Committee (to be shared with the Chairman of the 

Authority) 

 

 Chair of the Authority 

 

 Chair of Planning, Access and Rights of Way Committee 

 

 Chair of Audit and Scrutiny Committee  

 

 Chair of Governance and Member Development Working Group 

 

Either the Chairman of Snowdonia or Pembrokeshire Coast National 

Park Authorities will be asked to conduct a PDIPDR for the Chairman of 

the Authority. 

 

   

What do I need to  As with any learning event or review, the more time you can put aside to 
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do to prepare for the 

interviewreview. 

prepare the better.  Personal development is a process that can be 

achieved by formal or informal learning opportunities, sometimes 

structured through a training course or by listening, reading or reflecting 

on events.  The PDIPDR document is designed to take you through the 

learning process by asking you to identify your role and contribution 

within the Authority, what skills you have gained and what you need to 

do to be more effective in the future.  Each and every member will have 

different learning needs and the more time that you put aside to reflect 

on your development the more you will achieve from the process. You 

are also asked to reflect on whether you have been able to apply the 

skills you bring to the Authority. 

   

The interviewreview 

itself 

 Preparation is key here.  Time must be set aside without any distractions.  

Book the room through Democratic Services or agree the meeting place 

with your interviewreviewer well in advance and put aside plenty of time 

to ensure that all aspects of the review are covered and you are not 

pushed for time. 

 

Both you and your interviewreviewer must prepare thoroughly and it is 

often useful for you to complete the InterviewReview document and 

send it to your mentor in advance.  This gives the interviewreviewer 

plenty of time to prepare for the review. 

 

It is important to remember that this is NOT a performance review; it is 

an opportunity to review your development in the role.  Feedback must 

be appropriate and constructive and also challenge you to develop your 

skills.  However, attendance levels will be reviewed and discussed in 

order to resolve any obstacles to attending meetings. 

 

The review will also provide you with an opportunity to identify any 

knowledge or skills gaps that you have and activities to help you develop 

these skills can be agreed and recorded in the Personal Support Plan. 

 

Remember – learning is about the journey not just arriving. 
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Summary of Preferred Strategy Consultation Responses 

Name of 
Committee

 National Park Authority 

Date 10th December 2019

Report Author Helen Lucocq

Job title Principal Planning Officer (Policy)

Contact Details Helen.lucocq@beacons-npa.gov.uk

Purpose of Report To provide members with an overview of the key themes 
emerging from the  LDP Preferred Strategy Consultation and 
to seek agreement in relation to action to address issues.

Single Integrated 
Assessment

n/a

List of  Enclosures Enclosure 1 Summary of Preferred Strategy 
Consultation Responses 

Public Interest Test Not Applicable

Recommendation(s) a) Members to review the Preferred Strategy 
Consultation Responses

b) Members agree future areas of work for the 
Deposit LDP.

1.1 Introduction or Background

The Local Development Plan (LDP) (2018-2033) represents and defines the NPA’s approach for 
ensuring sustainable development is carried out in the National Park. Its preparation follows the 
recommendation of a formal review of the existing LDP (2006 – 2022) (Brecon Beacons 
National Park Authority, 2018). 
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In the summer of this year Members endorsed consultation on the Preferred Strategy and 
associated Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulations Assessment for the replacement 
LDP, referred to as LDP2. The Preferred Strategy sets the high level strategic policy direction 
set against key issues for the area.

Consultation on the Preferred Strategy took place between the 4th July and the 29th August 
2019.

This report summaries themes emerging from responses received during the consultation on 
the Preferred Strategy and associated documents 

In accordance with the direction of our adopted Community Involvement Strategy.  These are 
being presented to Members of the Authority for information and discussion.

1.2 Proposals
A total of 36 responses to the Preferred Strategy have been recorded.  Many more responses 
have been received on the Candidate Site Register and these will be considered separately in 
accordance with the agreed Candidate Site Assessment Methodology.

A broad range of bodies and individuals responded to the consultation, including;-

 Businesses; 
 Government / Public Sector; 
 Local Authorities, Community & Town Councils; 
 Members of the Public; 
 Representative and local groups; and, 
 Civil Society Organisations.

Three broad consultation questions were posed on the preferred strategy, integrated 
sustainability appraisal and habitats regulations assessment screening report as follows:

 Is there anything that you feel we have included that should be removed?
 Is there anything that you feel we have not included that we should consider?
 Is there anything that you feel we should amend?

The consultation gave rise to a wide range of issues from which several key themes can be 
identified these are listed and discussed in more detail in the Summary of Preferred Strategy 
Consultation  provided as Enclosure 2 of this Report. In essence the responses focused on the 
appropriateness of the proposed housing need and the distribution of growth.

There were no in principle objection to the content of the Preferred Strategy, however there 
were further calls for additional evidence around affordable housing, the components of our 
future housing supply and the deliverability of the Strategy.
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1.3 Implications

The review of the consultation response has provided broad level of support for the proposals, 
but has highlighted the need for further evidence to underpin the detail of the Deposit Local 
Development Plan.

Further gathering is proposed in relation to
- Market and Affordable Housing Need for the area
- Gypsy and Traveler Needs Assessment
- Site Specific assessment
- Affordable Housing Policy level viability
- Role and Function of Settlements
- Renewable Energy Assessment
- The role and function of Place Plans in Delivering Housing.

Officers are seeking member agreement to undertake this additional work to provide an up-to-
date evidence base for the LDP.

1.4 Risk

It is essential in the interest of soundness that regard is given to the opinions submitted on the 
Preferred Strategy and supporting assessments in the drafting of the Deposit Local 
Development Plan.

Risk of not doing so could potentially result in delays to the LDP process contrary to the 
agreed Delivery Agreement with Welsh Government.  It is in the best interest of the Authority 
to ensure there are no delays to the LDP process given the potential foe expiry of the current 
LDP prior to the adoption of LDP2.  This could potentially risk the Authority being without an 
adopted Local Development Plan and reliant on National Development Framework for the 
determination of planning applications.

1.5 Conclusion

There are a series of broad themes arising from the Preferred Strategy Consultation, many of 
these focus on the level of housing need and its distribution.

These comments will be addressed through the drafting of the Deposit LDP.

RECOMMENDATION(S):

a) Members to review the Preferred Strategy Consultation Responses
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b) Members agree future areas of work for the Deposit LDP.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Local Development Plan (LDP) (2018-2033) represents and defines the NPA’s 
approach for ensuring sustainable development is carried out in the National Park. Its 
preparation follows the recommendation of a formal review of the existing LDP (2006 
– 2022) (Brecon Beacons National Park Authority, 2018). 

1.2 By the time the LDP is adopted, Wales’ first National Development Plan (known as 
the National Development Framework (NDF)) will have been published by the Welsh 
Government. Together with Planning Policy Wales, the NDF will identify the National 
Park’s role and contribution towards meeting Wales’ national well-being goals through 
the planning system.

1.3 This report summarises themes emerging from responses received during the 
consultation on the Preferred Strategy and associated documents for the Brecon 
Beacons National Park Local Development Plan 2, which ran from 4th of July 2019 to 
the 29th of August 2019. 
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2. Consultation and stakeholder engagement

2.1 The National Park Authority’s 8-week consultation on the Preferred Strategy and 
Initial Candidate Site Register for the Brecon Beacons National Park Local 
Development Plan 2 was launched on the 4th July 2019 and closed on the 29th August 
2019.

2.2 In accordance with the Community Involvement Scheme (outlined in the Delivery 
Agreement 2018), consultation documents were sent electronically to a wide range of 
stakeholders, were made available on the National Park Authority’s website and at 
deposit locations across the National Park and were sent in paper to the Welsh 
Government (on its behest). 

2.3 Additional to the Preferred Strategy and Initial Candidate Site Register, consultation 
documents included and Habitats Regulations Assessment Initial Screening Report and 
an Initial Integrated Sustainability Appraisal. Topic papers and evidence reports were 
also made available for comment.

2.4 The consultation built upon that undertaken on the review report (5th July 2018 – 30th 
August 2018) and baseline scoping for the Integrated Sustainability Appraisal (2018/19).

2.5 During and even before the consultation commenced, officers of the National Park 
Authority were made available, on request, to communicate the preferred strategy 
and candidate sites. Events attended included those requested by:

 Brecon Town Council;
 St John’s within (arranged by Ward Member);
 Llangynidr Community Council; 
 Llanelly Community Council; and,
 Planning Aid Wales Events (Brecon & Gilwern).

2.6 During the consultation, a parliamentary by-election was contested in the Brecon and 
Radnorshire constituency. The vote was held on the 1st August 2019. On the advice 
of the Authority’s Monitoring Officer, the consultation was not delayed during the 
pre-election period. 

2.7 All the feedback and responses related to this consultation represent a valuable source 
of information and ideas and will be used to inform the National Park Authority’s work 
in preparing its full proposals for the LDP 2, which will be issued for consultation in 
2020. 
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3. Consultation responses

3.1 The Brecon Beacons National Park Authority is thankful to all of those who attended 
public meetings, provided feedback and who responded to the consultation. Annex 1 
provides a list of the organisations which responded to the consultation on the 
preferred strategy.

3.2 A total of 36 responses to the preferred strategy consultation have been recorded. 
Many more responses have been received on the Candidate Sites Register and these 
will be considered through the Candidate Site Assessment Methodology.

3.3 Additional to those made by individuals, responses were received from the following 
sectors covering environmental, social, economic and cultural interests: 

 Businesses; 
 Government / Public Sector; 
 Local Authorities, Community & Town Councils; 
 Members of the Public; 
 Representative and local groups; and, 
 Civil Society Organisations.

3.4 

3.5 The candidate sites register identified those candidate sites which has passed the first 
phase assessment, i.e. those sites aligned with the Preferred Strategy and outwith 
Flood Risk Zone C2. One broad question was posed on the candidate sites register: 

 Is there anything that you feel we should amend? 

3.6 A summary of the key themes emerging from the consultation response is provided 
in the next section. Once processed, each of the consultation responses will be made 
available in full in the statutory consultation report. 

3.7 Whilst officers have started to clarify and investigate the responses received, it is too 
early to determine a response. It is suffice at this stage to note that decisions taken on 
the content of the NPA’s Deposit LDP proposals, which will also be issued for 
consultation in due course, should have regard to the consultation responses and the 
themes contained therein.
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4. Summary of key themes

4.1 The consultation gave rise to a wide range of issues from which several key themes 
can be identified. 

4.2 Overall, in terms of volume, it should be noted that many comments, but by no means 
all, appear to be site driven (i.e. predicated on the desire to either support the case 
for a particular site or sites to be included as an allocation(s), or conversely excluded 
from allocation when the National Park Authority determines its firm proposals for 
the LDP). 

Overarching themes

 Communication – From the responses received, it is clear a common interpretation 
of the purpose of the Preferred Strategy, the level of detail contained therein, and of 
its relationship with ‘strategic’, iterative, assessment processes (including the 
Candidate Sites Assessment Process) was not shared by all who responded. 
Furthermore, National Parks’ strategic contribution to National Well-being and how 
this relates to the National Park Authority’s role as a Local Planning Authority appears 
not well appreciated. 

 Engagement – Whilst it is encouraging to receive responses from such a broad range 
of interests, the responses of some key authorities and infrastructure providers were 
either not received or require further investigation. Targeted involvement is likely to 
be necessary over the coming months to inform preparation of the National Park 
Authority’s firm proposals (Deposit Plan).

 Conformity with the National Development Framework (NDF) – The 
consultation was launched in advance of that on the draft National Development 
Framework, to which the LDP will need to conform. This is a significant contextual 
change which will need to be taken into account when preparing the Deposit Plan. 

 Place-based policies – The Welsh Government has clearly indicated that it seeks a 
move towards placed based policies and away from the traditional approach of 
considering policy areas in isolation. The Office of the Future Generations 
Commissioner has provided example frameworks with prompts to guide public bodies 
in formulating policies and taking decisions and scrutinizing them and has advised it is 
important that the well-being objectives (of both public bodies and public service 
boards), the well-being assessments and plans as well as the statutory goals and the 
sustainable development principle are considered.

 Evidence – The Deposit Plan will need to be firmly evidenced, demonstrating delivery 
of the strategy and allocations will be critical.

Preferred strategy

 Key issues, vision and high-level planning objectives – Opportunity to highlight 
the National Park Authority’s purposes, the ‘Sandford’ principle and to include 
demographic characteristics as a key issue are suggested in comments received. 
Suggestions to strengthen vision’s link with that of the Management Plan and the high-
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level planning objectives with Key Planning Principles and National Sustainable 
Placemaking Outcomes (Planning Policy Wales, Edition 10, (2018)) and the NDF Draft 
High-level planning outcomes, have also been made as has a call to foster wellbeing in 
remote rural areas 

 Major development in the National Park – Strong concern from the Campaign 
for National Parks at the lack of a clear and effective policy on major development 
citing Snowdonia National Park’s as an exemplar policy. Conversely support is 
expressed by Crickhowell Estates for the Welsh Government’s definition i.e. that 
major development in this context is to be construed as being of UK significance 
(Planning Policy Wales, Edition 10, (2018)). 

 Housing and economy growth – The Welsh Government has no significant 
concerns with the preferred levels of housing and economy growth and subject to 
detailed comments neither does Powys County Council or Dwr Cymru/ Welsh 
Water. The position of Powys Teaching Health Board, and that of Powys Public Service 
Board, is unclear and requires clarification. Others have expressed concerned that the 
level of growth is too high and that the dwelling requirement should be restricted to 
1,500, and conversely too little and that the dwelling requirement should be a 
minimum of that in the existing LDP 1,996, with others, including the Home Builders 
Federation, suggesting the level of growth outlined in option B (2,500) as most 
appropriate. The need to ensure alignment of provision with the need for smaller 
homes, and to provide homes which are available for disabled people and are adaptable 
has been raised by Brecon Town Council.

 Components of housing supply – The preferred strategy’s justification for the 
windfall contribution and, with reference to the Inspector’s Report on the examination 
of the existing LDP, the appropriateness of relying on windfall as a significant 
component of supply is contested, as is the preference to provide a flexibility 
allowance for new allocations only (i.e. not for completions, units under construction, 
JHLAS Category 2 sites and windfall contributions). 

 Affordable Housing – Need to identify a target, demonstrate its delivery and explain 
its relationship with the Local Housing Market Assessment. Support for the intent to 
increase the percentage of affordable housing constructed in any new developments.

 Spatial Strategy and distribution – There is support, objection and requests for 
further justification of the spatial strategy in relation to matters such as the distribution 
of housing growth and its relationship with the Local Housing Market Assessment, 
Welsh Language, spatial options assessed, infrastructure capacity, renewable energy 
opportunities and best and most versatile agricultural land. Importantly, the role of 
villages in accommodating future growth will need to be made clear in the Deposit 
Plan, including whether groups of settlements may be considered as ‘clusters’ within 
which ‘hub’ development can be dispersed. Some concern has been raised that 
directing growth to Key Settlements would mean the internal growth requirements of 
lower order settlements is not met. Also, that enabling affordable housing in edge of 
settlements, more distant from services and facilities, is inappropriate.
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 Cross-border working - The Welsh Government emphasise the importance of 
collaborative working between neighbouring authorities to secure the best possible 
outcome for communities. Noting the BBNPA has strong relationships with eight 
adjoining authorities, the Welsh Government stresses that the Plan must demonstrate 
how the relationships have influenced the strategy. Monmouthshire County Council 
welcome, in principle, the offer of the National Park to assist meeting Abergavenny’s 
growth needs. This is also supported by Monmouthshire Housing Association. 
However, this element of the preferred strategy has also given rise to a significant 
adverse reaction, including from Natural Resources Wales (NRW). The National Park 
Authority is in advance of Monmouthshire County Council in its preparation of a 
replacement LDP and will need to review this element of the strategy in detail before 
determining whether to progress it as a firm proposal. 

 Delivery and implementation – The Welsh Government notes the “plan is silent” 
on allocations and Powys County Council seeks clarification on the “role and purpose” 
of place plans. The deliverability of a brownfield strategy and of only making new 
greenfield allocations available for schemes where affordable housing is predominant 
is challenged by some (asserting viability constraints) yet is strongly welcomed by 
others.  To demonstrate site delivery and implementation, the Deposit Plan must be 
underpinned by viability work, an infrastructure plan and a robust housing trajectory 
along with the table on housing land supply. The soundness of Place Planning to 
meeting the ‘growth needs’ of settlements, has been questioned. NRW consider that 
further detailed guidance on landscape character and good design and green 
infrastructure will be required in Supplementary Planning Guidance, building upon the 
guidelines of the National Park Authority’s Landscape Character Assessment.

 Policy Areas – The preferred strategy included ‘Strategic Policies’. The consultation 
drew observations on these and also comments on policy omissions (and associated 
evidence needs) which will be helpful in preparing the Deposit Plan. With the 
emergence of the NDF as forming part of the ‘Development Plan’, the principle of 
non-duplication will need to be carefully applied when drafting detailed policy 
proposals, as will the need to transition to ‘place-based policies’. Natural Resources 
Wales seek amendments to the strategic policy on Environmental Protection which 
would place greater emphasis to matters of water quality and flood risk. Helpful 
suggestions were received on matters including landscape, country lanes, community 
facilities, climate change (where divergent opinions were received on the preferred 
strategy’s net-zero carbon requirement), biodiversity enhancement, flood risk and 
mitigation, water quantity and quality, opportunities to support the rural economy, 
affordable housing targets, housing for farming families, the welsh language, gypsy and 
traveller provision, renewable energy and Brecon Town Centre.  

 Integrated Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulations Assessment 
Screening Report – The Welsh Government, as always, has urged the National Park 
Authority to seek legal advice to ensure it has met all the procedural requirements, 
including Sustainability Appraisal (SA), Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA). Natural Resources Wales reviewed the HRA 
Screening Report and raised no concerns regarding its content. An individual has 
stated there is a danger of over precautionary attitudes to resilient wildlife being 
wielded as a weapon for anti-development and questions the objectivity of NRW’s 
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assessment with regards to the management needs of European Sites replicated within 
the report. Regarding the Integrated Sustainability Appraisal, NRW advised flood risk 
and water quality would need to be addressed more fully in future iterations. Hay 
Town Council also responded with opinions, and seeks some clarification, on the 
report. No alternative strategic options were suggested. To inform that Deposit Plan, 
the next step is to assess the ‘preferred strategy’ and reasonable options for its 
delivery. The Welsh Government highlighted Health Impact Assessment. Having 
sought clarification with the relevant Welsh Government officials, Regulations and 
transitional arrangements are not yet in place to guide this new process.
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5. Next steps

5.1 Preferred Strategy, Integrated Sustainability Appraisal, Habitats Regulations 
Assessment and other documents.

5.1.1 Regard will be had to the opinions submitted on the preferred strategy and supporting 
assessments whilst the National Park Authority drafts its firm proposals for Local 
Development Plan (2018-2033) (also known as the Deposit Plan). 

5.1.2 Where it considers necessary, or further clarification is required about the opinions 
made, the National Park Authority will meet with those having submitted comments 
whilst undertaking this work. It is important to note such meetings are at the 
discretion of the National Park Authority given the volume of work being undertaken. 

5.2 Candidate sites.

5.2.1 The candidate sites assessment methodology outlines the next stages of assessment, 
within which the opinions submitted on the initial candidate sites during this 
consultation will be considered.

5.2.2 Those additional site nominations, received during the consultation, will themselves 
be the subject of an 8-week consultation during this process. 

5.2.3 The National Park Authority will make clear which of the candidate site nominations 
will become its proposals (site allocations) when agreeing the Deposit Local 
Development Plan in 2020.
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Annex 1

List of respondents

Preferred strategy: -10 individuals and the following organisations / groups:

· Abergavenny and District Civic Society
· Brecon Beacons Park Society
· Brecon Town Council
· Campaign for National Parks
· Crickhowell Estates
· Dwr Cymru / Welsh Water
· Edenstone Homes
· Hay Town Council
· Home Builders Federation
· Llanfoist Fawr Community Council
· Llangynidr Community Council
· Llanmoor Homes
· Monmouthshire County Council
· Monmouthshire Housing Association
· National Grid
· National Trust
· Natural Resources Wales
· Office of the Future Generations Commissioner
· Powys County Council
· Powys Teaching Health Board
· Residents of Pen-Y-Pound Road
· Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council
· The Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Limited
· The Vale of Grwyney Community Council
· Theatres Trust
· Welsh Government
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LDP2 Additional Candidate Sites

Name of 
Committee

 National Park Authority 

Date 10th December 2019

Report Author Helen Lucocq

Job title Principal Planning Officer (Policy)

Contact Details Helen.lucocq@beacons.gov.uk

Purpose of Report To provide members with details of additional candidate sites 
that have been submitted as part of the consultation on the 
Preferred Strategy which took place between the 4th July and 
the 29th August 2019.

Single Integrated 
Assessment

n/a

List of  Enclosures Enclosure 1 Additional Candidate Sites Register 
Failed First Phase Assessment

Enclosure 2 Additional Candidate Sites Register 
Passed First Phase Assessment

Public Interest Test

Recommendation(s) a) To endorse the first phase assessment findings 
relating to the additional candidate sites

b) To approve the publication of the first phase 
additional candidate site register for the purpose of 
an 8 week public consultation.

1.1 Introduction or Background
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The Local Development Plan (LDP) (2018-2033) represents and defines the NPA’s approach for 
ensuring sustainable development is carried out in the National Park. Its preparation follows the 
recommendation of a formal review of the existing LDP (2006 – 2022) (Brecon Beacons 
National Park Authority, 2018).

Consultation on the Preferred Strategy took place between the 4th July and the 29th August 
2019.  As part of this consultation the Authority provided opportunity for interested parties to 
submit additional Candidate Sites for consideration, where such sites could be considered to 
contribute towards the Preferred Strategy.  This was in addition to the initial call for candidate 
sites which took place in November 2018 – January 2019.

For clarity, a candidate site is the term utilised within the LDP system to refer to an area of 
land submitted to the Authority for consideration within a future iteration of a Local 
Development Plan.  A candidate site is not a proposal of the Authority, it is a suggestion put 
forward by an interested party (most commonly a landowner) which we as an Authority then 
have a duty to assess for suitability to accommodate future development.  Candidate sites can 
be submitted for any future land use, but most concentrate on providing land for housing 
and/or employment.

1.2 Proposals

A total of 18 additional sites were submitted and these are considered to have been duly made 
as part of the Preferred Strategy consultation as follows:
 
CS No Site
2CS118 Paddock on East Boundary of Govilon 
2CS119 4 Houses on the east boundary of Govilon
2CS120 Land at Aberclydach Fach Farm, Aber Village, Talybont on Usk
2CS121 Houses at east end of Gilwern
2CS122 Development Boundary Review at Brynbecca, Llangynidr
2CS123 Land south east of Meadow Breeze, Llanigon
2CS124 Penderyn Livestock Market, Penderyn
2CS125 Land at Talybont Farm, Talybont-on-Usk
2CS126 Penderyn Waterfalls Car Park Facility, Penderyn
2CS127 Land North of Abergavenny Road, Gilwern
2CS128 Land West of Ty Mawr Road, Gilwern
2CS129 Option A – Land off Great Oak Road, Crickhowell
2CS130 Option B – Land off Great Oak Road, Crickhowell
2CS132 Field adjacent to Glangrwyney Village Hall, Glangrwyney

2CS135
Land to the North of St Teilo's Chruch and East of New House, Llantilio 
Pertholey

2CS131 Former Livestock Market, Hay-on-Wye
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2CS133 Fields adjacent to A4078 on north-west side, Talgarth

2CS134 Former Mid Wales Hospital Site, Talgarth

All sites were assessed against first phase criteria, i.e.

- Unsurmountable flooding constraint
- Contribution to Preferred Strategy – that the site in question provides for the 

regeneration of a previously developed site within a sustainable settlement, or is a 
greenfield site providing 70% affordable housing.

Of the eighteen additional sites submitted three have been taken forward to more detailed 
assessment these are: 

2CS131 Former Livestock Market, Hay-on-Wye
2CS133 Fields adjacent to A4078 on north-west side, Talgarth

2CS134 Former Mid Wales Hospital Site, Talgarth

Details of the additional sites which failed first phase assessment are provided at Enclosure 1 of 
this report.

Details of the additional sites which passed first phase assessment are provided at Enclosure 2 
of this report.

1.3 Implications

In order to ensure that these additional sites are subject to the same level of public scrutiny and 
stakeholder involvement as all other candidate sites, we are proposing publishing the registers 
for a period of public consultation.  This will enable all interested parties to provide their 
assessment and views as to the suitability of these sites.  The results of this consultation will 
form the basis of more detailed candidate site assessment at phases two and three 

1.4 Risk

It is essential in the interest of soundness that all candidate sites submitted to the Authority are 
subject to the same level of consultation and scrutiny.

The risk of not doing so could potentially result in delays to the LDP process contrary to the 
agreed Delivery Agreement with Welsh Government.  It is in the best interests of the 
Authority to ensure there are no delays to the LDP process given the potential for the current 
LDP to expire prior to the adoption of LDP2 should there be any delays to the delivery 
timetable.  
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Such an outcome could potentially place the Authority at risk of being without an adopted 
Local Development Plan and reliant on the National Development Framework for the 
determination of planning applications.

1.5 Conclusion

There have been additional candidate sites duly submitted to the Authority.

In accordance with our approved Candidate Site Assessments Methodology and Community 
Involvement Statement these sites should be subject to a period of public consultation. The 
findings of which will feed into detailed candidate site assessment.

RECOMMENDATION(S):

a) To endorse the first phase assessment findings relating to the additional 
candidate sites

b) To approve the publication of the first phase additional candidate site register 
for the purpose of an 8 week public consultation.
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Local Development Plan
Candidate Site Register (Addendum) – First Phase Assessment

SITES FAILED AT FIRST PHASE ASSESSMENT

October 2019
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Local Development Plan – Candidate Site first phase assessment – Failed Sites

The replacement Local Development Plan will identify land to address the National Park’s development needs, including proposals for housing, 
employment, retailing and community facilities.  The first stage of this process involved an initial call for candidate sites to assist the National 
Park Authority in understanding what land is available to inform the replacement LDP Preferred Strategy. The Welsh Government (WG) advises 
that early consideration should be given to engagement with interested parties on potential sites to be included within the LDP.

All sites submitted to the National Park were compiled onto the 1st Stage Candidate site register.  A high level site assessment process takes 
place to consider factors such as insurmountable constraints, for example C2 flood risk, and particular attention has been given to ‘greater than 
local constraints’ (i.e. the constraints imposed by Welsh Government and NRW etc.). An assessment of the general location of the sites was 
also considered in accordance to the National policy objective to locate new development close to existing settlements, all those sites which 
were submitted in areas of open countryside, demonstrably separated from existing settlements were removed from the register as 
incompatible with National Policy Guidance. 

This initial sifting process will help to inform the Preferred Strategy and, a further sift might was also necessary as a Preferred Strategy started to 
emerge. All Candidate sites submitted to the Authority have been assessed against set sustainability criteria to determine their suitability for 
future development. Those sites that fail this initial assessment have not be considered suitable for further consideration as part of the LDP 
process and have been filtered out.  

The following sites are those which have been submitted to the authority for consideration and have failed at the first 
phase of assessment.

These sites will not be taken any further forward in the Local Development Plan.

Further information can be gained by contacting the Strategy and Policy team by email: LDP@beacons-npa.gov.uk or tel: 01874 620429
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List of Candidate Sites failed initial assessment 

Hold down the Ctrl key and click on the site name for further details

CS No Site
2CS118 Paddock on East Boundary of Govilon 
2CS119 4 Houses on the east boundary of Govilon
2CS120 Land at Aberclydach Fach Farm, Aber Village, Talybont on Usk
2CS121 Houses at east end of Gilwern
2CS122 Development Boundary Review at Brynbecca, Llangynidr
2CS123 Land south east of Meadow Breeze, Llanigon
2CS124 Penderyn Livestock Market, Penderyn
2CS125 Land at Talybont Farm, Talybont-on-Usk
2CS126 Penderyn Waterfalls Car Park Facility, Penderyn
2CS127 Land North of Abergavenny Road, Gilwern
2CS128 Land West of Ty Mawr Road, Gilwern
2CS129 Option A – Land off Great Oak Road, Crickhowell
2CS130 Option B – Land off Great Oak Road, Crickhowell
2CS132 Field adjacent to Glangrwyney Village Hall, Glangrwyney
2CS135 Land to the North of St Teilo's Chruch and East of New House, Llantilio Pertholey
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS120 Aber Village, 
Talybont on Usk

Land at Aberclydach Fach Farm, Aber Village, 
Talybont on Usk

1.9 SO104215 Agricultural Residential
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS129 Crickhowell Option A – Land off Great Oak Road, Crickhowell 0.42 SO222189 Agricultural Residential
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS130 Crickhowell Option B – Land off Great Oak Road, Crickhowell 0.86 SO222189 Agricultural Residential 
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS121 Gilwern Houses at east end of Gilwern 0.15 SO257144 Residential Residential – Development Boundary 
Review
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size 
(Ha)

Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS127 Gilwern Land North of Abergavenny 
Road, Gilwern

5.3 SO255147 Agricultural Residential
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS128 Gilwern Land West of Ty Mawr Road, Gilwern 1.4 SO254146 Agricultural Residential
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS132 Glangrwyney Field adjacent to Glangrwyney Village Hall, 
Glangrwyney

1.4 SO239163 Agricultural Mixed residential and amenity/open space
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS118 Govilon Paddock on East Boundary of Govilon 0.4 SO271139 Agricultural Residential
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS119 Govilon 4 Houses on the east boundary of 
Govilon

0.6 SO272139 Residential Residential – Development 
boundary review 
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS122 Llangynidr Development Boundary Review at Brynbecca, 
Llangynidr

0.2 SO146198 Residential Residential - Development 
Boundary Review
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size 
(Ha)

Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS123 Llanigon Land south east of Meadow Breeze, 
Llanigon

0.42 SO213401 Agricultural Residential 
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size 
(Ha)

Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS135 Llantilio 
Pertholey

Land to the North of St Teilo's Chruch 
and East of New House, Llantilio 
Pertholey

1.29 SO311164 Agricultural Residential
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size 
(Ha)

Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS124 Penderyn Penderyn Livestock Market, Penderyn 0.47 SN946088 Brownfield – 
Livestock Market

Residential
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS126 Penderyn Penderyn Waterfalls Car Park Facility, 
Penderyn

0.74 SN945089 Greenfield Car Parking Facilities
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size 
(Ha)

Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS125 Talybont-on-Usk Land at Talybont Farm, Talybont-on-
Usk

1.82 SO114228 Agricultural Residential
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Local Development Plan
Candidate Site Register (Addendum) – First Phase Assessment

SITES PASSED AT FIRST PHASE ASSESSMENT

October 2019
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Local Development Plan – Candidate Site first phase assessment – Sites passed first phase assessment

The replacement Local Development Plan will identify land to address the National Park’s development needs, including proposals for housing, 
employment, retail and community facilities.  The first stage of this process involved an initial call for candidate sites to assist the National Park 
Authority in understanding what land is available to inform the replacement LDP Preferred Strategy. The Welsh Government (WG) advises that 
early consideration should be given to engagement with interested parties on potential sites to be included within the LDP.

All sites submitted to the National Park were compiled onto the 1st Stage Candidate Site Register.  A high level site assessment process takes 
place to consider factors such as insurmountable constraints, and particular attention has been given to ‘greater than local constraints’ (i.e. the 
constraints imposed by Welsh Government and NRW etc.). An assessment of the general location of the sites was also considered in 
accordance to the National policy objective to locate new development close to existing settlements, all those sites which were submitted in 
areas of open countryside, demonstrably separated from existing settlements were removed from the register as incompatible with National 
Policy Guidance. 

This initial sifting process will help to inform the Preferred Strategy and, a further sift might was also necessary as a Preferred Strategy started to 
emerge. All Candidate sites submitted to the Authority have been assessed against set sustainability criteria to determine their suitability for 
future development. Those sites that fail this initial assessment have not be considered suitable for further consideration as part of the LDP 
process and have been filtered out.  

The following sites are those which have been submitted to the authority for consideration and have passed the first phase 
of assessment.

These sites will be taken forward to the second phase of assessment.
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The second phase of assessment will involve a detailed consideration of all sites put forward.  We will appraise sites for their suitability 
within the following key areas

Contribution to Preferred Strategy – assessing the extent to which the location of the site is consistent with the broad spatial 
distribution and scale of growth as set out in the Preferred Strategy and Strategic Policies.

Environment – considering the nature of the proposed site in relation to the particularity of environmental constraints, including issues of 
environmental designations, flood risk and potential of development to improve the existing situation

Vitality and viability – to assess the extent to which any development would be able to contribute towards the development of vital and 
viable communities, through improved relationships to employment opportunities.

Accessibility – How will the site be accessed, particular regard will be given to the sites location in relation to alternative sustainable 
transport methods such as public transport, walking and cycle routes 

Landscape character – The capability of the landscape context to accommodate further development, including a consideration of the 
impact development would have on the special qualities of the National Park including cultural heritage within the built environment.

Continuity - Considering whether a proposal will present an extension to an existing land use of benefit to meeting the objectives of the 
preferred strategy.

Development Potential – considering the likely use of the proposed site and the potential in real terms of the site being available for 
development within the plan period.

Climate change Mitigation – Assessing the nature of the site for vulnerability to the effects of climate change including issues of flooding 
and drainage and orientation to maximise resource efficiency, including the potential for onsite provision of renewable energy.

Further information can be gained by contacting the Strategy and Policy team by email: LDP@beacons-npa.gov.uk or tel: 01874 620429
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List of Candidate Sites passed initial assessment

Hold down the Ctrl key and click on the site name for further details

CS No Site
2CS131 Former Livestock Market, Hay-on-Wye
2CS133 Fields adjacent to A4078 on north-west side, Talgarth
2CS134 Former Mid Wales Hospital Site, Talgarth
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS131 Hay-on-Wye Former Livestock Market, Hay-on-Wye 1.25 SO226422 Brownfield – 
Livestock Market

Residential
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS133 Talgarth Fields adjacent to A4078 on north-west side, 
Talgarth

11.17 SO154342 Agricultural Mixed Use – HE/FE educational 
facility and social/affordable housing
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CS ID 
No.

Location Site Name & Address Size (Ha) Grid Ref Current Use Proposed Use

2CS134 Talgarth Former Mid Wales Hospital Site, Talgarth 17 SO161331 Brownfield – 
Former Hospital

Mixed Use – HE/FE educational 
facility and social/affordable housing
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BBNPA Position Statement on Climate Change and Nature Recovery

Name of 
Committee

 National Park Authority

Date December 10th 2019

Report Author Dr Paul Sinnadurai FCIEEM

Job title Natural Resources Manager

Contact Details Paul.sinnadurai@beacons-npa.gov.uk

Purpose of Report To adopt a position to deliver action mitigating the causes 
and adapting to the consequences of climate change and 
nature recovery in the National Park.

Single Integrated 
Assessment

The position statement will positively influence the various 
strategic responsibilities for corporate goals, the WFG Act, 
equality, and the SD principle.  It will have a neutral impact 
on the use of the Welsh language.  Delivering outputs and 
governance improvements that are influenced by the 
position statement will be determined largely by the 
decisions taken by the Authority on staffing and structural 
changes and priority work programmes.  Failure to adopt 
the position statement has the potential to undermine the 
effectiveness of everything the Authority does.

List of  Enclosures Enclosure 1 The position statement

Enclosure 2 Appendices to the position statement 
summarising past and present work on responding 
to climate change.

Public Interest Test Not applicable

Recommendation(s) To adopt the position statement.
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1.1 Introduction or Background
The UK and Welsh Governments and numerous public and voluntary organisations have 
declared “emergencies” in response to the international and national reports on the impacts of 
global warming on climate and the decline of nature at the hands of human exploitation.  This 
prompted discussion in the Landscape and Biodiversity Key Work Area on the need for a 
statement of action on these matters.  The statement has now been finalised following first 
reading at the September 27th 2019 Policy Forum; the amendments therefrom having been 
incorporated.

1.2 Proposals

For the Authority to adopt the position statement and to use it to influence decision 
making, drive actions to mitigate and adapt to the consequences of global warming and to 
achieve nature recovery.

1.3 Implications

This is the first of three position statements that the Landscape and Biodiversity Key 
Work Area will provide, the others being on woodland regeneration and on peatlands and 
wetlands.  This and the other position statements align with:

o Recommendations in Valued and Resilient;
o The Natural Resources Policy focus on delivering nature-based solutions, 

increasing renewable energy, resource efficiency and taking a place-based 
approach;

o Emerging priorities in the four Area Statements affecting this National Park;
o The Park’s Nature Recovery Action Plan; and
o The Welsh Government’s letter to Chief Planning Officers (October 23rd 2019) 

instructing them that local planning authorities must be proactive in ensuring that 
biodiversity conservation and enhancement and the resilience of ecosystems are 
material planning considerations and that developments that fail to deliver this 
must be refused.

The position statements are timely because they will guide the development of LDP 
policy and National Park Management Plan priorities.  They will also help to position the 
Authority in the event that the Welsh Government is able to launch a new post-Brexit 
Environmental Land Management Scheme following consultation on “Sustainable Farming and 
Our Land.”

They also align with the proposed work streams for Land Use and Nature Recovery but 
at the time of writing, the latter are in draft form.  We await a clear indication of what 
resources will be allocated to deliver on this larger, essential agenda.

1.4 Risk

The climate and nature emergencies spell out the risks very clearly and loudly.  There is 
no time to delay; we have to show leadership in our decisions, actions and in who and what 
we support going forwards.  The public at large need help and assurance; so too do land 
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managers; and so too do our staff.  Transformative change is called for in the global evidence 
reports and this, the first position statement, is a statement of change.

1.5 Conclusion

Responding to the impacts of global warming, i.e., climate change, and to the dramatic 
decline of nature, require a dramatic and determined, sustained response.  With everything else 
that is happening geo-politically, nationally and locally, corralling our efforts this way is the best 
way to martial our thoughts, decisions and actions.

RECOMMENDATION(S):

a)  Adopt the position statement.
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1

A Position Statement on Climate Change and Nature Recovery

Dr Paul Sinnadurai FCIEEM

Final version October 25th 2019

Date approved by BBNPA:

Date for review (set at two years from approval date):

The issue

We, the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority, agree that the evidence for human-induced global 
warming, leading to a changing climate, is indisputable1.  The world must respond to the impacts of 
climate change, manifested most obviously through changing weather patterns and seasonal 
variations, forcing nature to adapt, constraining water supplies, and adversely affecting human and 
animal health and the sustainability and resilience of rural life.

The evidence

We demand action in response to:

 the UK Climate Change Committee’s 2019 report2 on achieving net zero emissions 
in the drive to limit human-generated greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) to levels that will 
limit the Earth’s average annual temperature (land and sea) to 1.5oC above 1990 levels

 the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Services’ report3 (May 2019), on the need to achieve rapid and transformative change to 
the global and local economy and cultures to reverse the catastrophic decline in nature, with 
less than 11 years within which we must achieve this reversal

 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s report (IPCC) on Climate 
Change and Land4 on the need for significant changes to land management and to 
personal behaviours affecting land, if the GHG limitations target is to be met.

We applaud the Welsh Government’s declaration of a climate emergency in Wales5 and we 
challenge the Welsh Government to follow this up with transformative action across all sectors, 
now.  We will stand shoulder to shoulder to achieve this transformative change.

We applaud the 21 county, county borough and town councils in Wales that so far have declared a 
climate emergency.  With the imminent requirement for National Park Authorities in Wales to 
pursue the sustainable management of natural resources in exercising their functions6, we consider 
that this places the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority under a similar obligation to act; in 
short, we need actions not just words.

We take confidence from the individuals, organisations and movements that have worked tirelessly 
to bring climate change to the world’s attention.  It is our responsibility, not the next generation’s, 
to ensure that we stay on the right side of history.

1 https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/AR5_SYR_FINAL_SPM.pdf
2 https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/net-zero-technical-report/
3 https://www.ipbes.net/system/tdf/ipbes_7_10_add-1-_advance_0.pdf?file=1&type=node&id=35245
4 https://www.ipcc.ch/report/srccl/
5 https://gov.wales/welsh-government-makes-climate-emergency-declaration
6 http://bit.do/e8Nd6 
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2

Our analysis

Responding to the impacts of climate change and the equally challenging nature emergency are 
somewhat inter-related.  Whereas wildlife evolved without interference, humans now force it to 
adapt in a world fragmented by our exploitation of land, water and other natural resources.  Climate 
change exacerbates this, leaving less space and time for wildlife to adapt and thrive.  

There are, however a range of actions that are distinct for climate change and for achieving nature 
recovery; action for one emergency will not be sufficient to solve the other.  We will, therefore, act 
on both fronts, simultaneously, and with great vigour, over a sustained period.

We are confident that together, the organisations and individuals living, working and operating 
within the Brecon Beacons National Park, can make an important contribution to ameliorating 
Wales’ climate and biodiversity emergencies.  But in spite of what we have achieved so far 
(Appendices) we must do more and we must act now.

Actions needed for effective responses to the climate and nature emergencies

Transformative change is required now.  We and people living, working and operating in the Brecon 
Beacons National Park need to significantly and rapidly:

 increase the Park’s capacity to retain and store atmospheric carbon

 increase the landscape’s water-holding capacity (to mitigate water shortages and to reduce 
flood risk)

 reduce and eliminate waste and pollution 

 maximise zero carbon living and renewable energy, and

 help nature to recover.

To these ends we will:

1. Be advocates for transformative actions within all sectors to mitigate the causes and adapt to 
the consequences of global warming.

2. Explain and defend why action is so important and so urgent.

3. Educate, advise and empower people.

4. Be exemplars for zero carbon, waste and pollution minimisation, elimination of land-derived 
GHG emissions, soil and water conservation, renewable energy, and nature recovery.

5. Champion a strong focus for the land management sector - agriculture, forestry, water 
management and nature recovery – to deliver de-intensification and community-led local 
food production, habitat restoration, renewable energy maximisation and pollution 
prevention and control that make direct and indirect contributions to reversing greenhouse 
gas emissions whilst delivering restoration and expansion for peatlands, woodlands and 
wetlands.

6. Champion a strong focus in the Park for maximising appropriate renewable energy 
production in harmony with nature and the landscape.

7. Encourage and support local and regional supply chains for food, drink and services in order 
to minimise these sectors’ contribution to waste, ecological footprints and GHG emissions.
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8. Champion and make full and effective use of our planning policies to minimise GHG 
emissions and waste and maximise the requirements for renewable energy, local supply 
chains, new community orchards, allotments and woodlands, soil and water conservation 
and nature recovery.

9. Argue at every opportunity to strengthen our planning policies to maximise these benefits.

10. Champion the safeguarding and restoration of the Park’s peatlands to prevent further GHG 
emissions, increase carbon sequestration potentials and help nature to recover.

11. Be a catalyst for staff, Members, communities, visitors and businesses to participate in nature 
recovery and climate mitigation and adaptation projects, programmes and actions, and to 
scale-up their actions.

12. Be a catalyst for staff and Members to achieve the cultural and lifestyle transition required to 
be leaders for climate change action and awareness raising and nature recovery.  For 
example:

a. Furthering a staff conversation on sustainable living and working and the affordability 
of this

b. Enabling further significant reduction in the staff commuting footprint 

c. Eliminating and banning all use of single use plastic food and drink containers, 
including milk bottles

d. Raising awareness of the ecological and carbon footprint of food, drink, energy, 
travel, leisure and clothing.

13. Minimise and wherever possible eliminate adverse environmental impacts through our 
procurement policies.

14. Review our need to travel and maximise energy efficiency, irrespective of cost, when and 
where we do need to travel.
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1

Appendices to Position Statement on Climate Change and Nature Recovery

Appendix 1

What we have done so far 

What we have said

In 2004, we led the way by preparing the first Climate Change Position Statement for the 
Association of National Park Authorities.

We published a Climate Change Information Note in 2005, examining the evidence on the possible 
impacts of climate change on the Brecon Beacons National Park.1

We prepared the first Statement by National Park Authority Ecologists on Climate Change in 2008.2

We published articles and papers on the contribution of national parks to mitigating and adapting to 
climate change.3

We have provided training to staff and Members on the evidence for and impacts of climate change 
on the Brecon Beacons National Park.

Our principal governing plans, the National Park Management Plan and the Local Development Plan, 
were underpinned by a Sustainability Appraisal incorporating Strategic Environmental Assessment 
and Habitats Regulations Assessment.

Mitigating the causes of and adapting to the impacts of climate change are underlying themes in the 
current National Park Management Plan.

What we’ve done in the National Park

The Brecon Beacons National Park Authority participated actively in One Wales: One Planet (2008 
onwards). Over five years to 2013 our organisational footprint reduced by 22% , achieved mostly 
through i) a range of interventions to reduce the travel to work footprint (flexible working policies), 
ii) reductions in business travel CO2 (changes to fleet vehicles and travel), and iii) energy efficiency 
and renewable energy to reduce electricity use. 

We contributed to the Welsh Government’s annual State of the Environment Reports.

We were invited participants within the Welsh Government’s Payments for Ecosystem Services 
(PES) Roadmap Working Group.

The Brecon Beacons is the largest single landowner in the National Park, most of which is upland 
including carbon-rich peatlands beneath blanket bog and wet heath.  We manage this land with 
nature, climate and public access in mind.

We implemented one of Wales’ first peat bog restoration projects at Waun Fignen Felen on the 
Western Great Forest above Dan yr Ogof; this project continues today.  We completed the 
restoration of an area of heavily eroded blanket bog and wet heath on the Black Mountains above 
Hay-on-Wye (“the northern erosion scar”).  

We manage our small woodland estate at various small sites of semi-natural ancient woodland and 
also secondary woodland.

1 http://bit.do/e8cGK 
2 http://bit.do/e8cGt 
3 http://bit.do/e8cJT and http://bit.do/e8cKd 
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We manage the upland paths throughout the Park, many of which cross stretches of blanket bog and 
wet heath.

We have carried out controlled heather and grass burning exercises to enrich upland habitat 
structure and reduce the fuel load; too much fuel risks setting peat-rich habitat on fire.

We worked with the Welsh Government and the Mynydd Du graziers associations to maximise the 
availability of the Glastir Common Land Scheme benefiting six Glastir Commons Associations.  
Habitat restoration works included repairing and protecting areas of bare and eroding blanket bog 
and controlled heather and grass burns.

We achieved accreditation from the UK Peatland Code for peatland restoration projects in the 
National Park.

We prepared peatland-based payments for ecosystem service (PES) offers for the private sector to 
sponsor.

We commissioned a desk-top analysis of the distribution and status of the Park’s peatlands in 2015.

We commissioned the Afon Clydach micro-hydro-electricity scheme in 2017, which had generated 
over 200,500kW of electricity as of early September 2019.

We established three strategic research partnerships, with Cardiff University, University of Wales 
Trinity St David and University of South Wales.  We also collaborate with Swansea University, 
University of Reading and Exeter University, each of which are active in research on peatlands and 
future landscapes.

We recognise that much effective action to mitigate and adapt to climate change will be delivered in 
partnership with others. We have supported, with staff time and funding through our Sustainable 
Development Fund (SDF*), a series of interventions to support community CO2 footprint reduction. 
These started with a Brecon Beacons Solar Club to support solar thermal installations and later a 
Renewable Energy Assistance programme to support a range of different renewable energy 
installations. We supported the local application to NESTA’s “The Big Green Challenge,” which 
resulted in a £300k Innovation prize and the start of The Green Valleys CIC; supporting renewable 
energy and other projects across the National Park and beyond. We enable a range of partnership 
action through the SDF.

*The SDF is designed to support local projects to develop and test ways of achieving a more 
sustainable way of living in the National Park, and provides grant aid and development officer 
support. Projects to reduce the CO2 footprint have been a priority throughout the delivery 
of SDF. Most recently there has been a focus on supporting projects generating renewable 
energy and saving energy.  Past projects supported by SDF have included:

Reducing Barriers to Micro Generation in Monmouthshire
A Woollen Line
Abergavenny Electric Bike Project
Llangattock Green Valleys Green Streets
Defynnog Old School Energy Saving
Severn Wye Energy Agency - Our Future's People
Beacons Community Hydro Schemes and other hydro feasibility studies
Talgarth Woodland Group
Several local growing projects including Newmarch Allotments, Watton Allotments , 
Llangattock Allotments and others
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And numerous village hall energy projects including: LED lighting at Llangadog 
Community Centre, PV Upgrade & Battery Storage at Trap Village Hall, Llangorse 
Youth & Community Centre Energy Efficiency, and Crai Hall Energy Efficiency 
Project.

Planning Policy within the National Park has always taken a bold approach to climate change 
mitigation.  The current LDP is underpinned by an Environmental Capacity approach to Sustainable 
Development with climate change adaptation at its core.  Due to pressure from the house building 
lobby the existing LDP possesses lower sustainable building standards than required to address 
climate change.  Nevertheless, LDP policies have enabled the development of countless renewable 
energy schemes, ensured that the majority of new development is located in the most sustainable 
locations, built to limit energy use and the need to travel, and ensured that most development 
contributes to the biodiversity of its location.  

Changing the way we work:

We have installed photo-voltaic solar arrays at our premises in Brecon, generating 9 MWh 
per year, also a fully off grid solution at Cwm Porth and will shortly be installing systems at 
the National Park Visitor Centre and the Craig-y-nos estate.

We were early adopters of electric vehicles in the Authority fleet and have extended their 
use through support from the Welsh Government.  We currently run 4 Electric vehicles on 
our fleet:  1 Renault Zoe, 1 BMW i3, and 2 Hyundai Konas. We also have 1 Mitsubishi 
Outlander Plug-in-Hybrid Vehicle and a fully electric Kangoo Van on order.  We have made 
the commitment to replace vehicles with Plug-in-Hybrid or fully electric vehicles as current 
contracts expire.

We have implemented seven public and five private electric vehicle charging points on main 
transport routes through the area.

We have installed photo-voltaic solar arrays at our premises in Brecon, generating 9MWh 
per year, also a fully off grid solution at the Waterfalls Centre and will shortly be installing 
systems at Libanus and Craig-y-nos estate.

We moved our IT hardware provision to a low-power virtualised environment in 2012 and 
have continued to make incremental improvements since then.

Electricity at all Authority-owned premises is provided by a green energy supplier.

We moved our IT hardware provision to a low-power virtualised environment in 2012 and 
have continued to make incremental improvements since then.

Electricity at all Authority-owned premises is provided by a green energy supplier.

In 2012 the Authority was one of the leaders in implementing webcasting access to all its 
meetings, enabling people to view discussions and decision-making without having to travel 
from across the Park to attend in person.

The Authority has significantly reduced its printing and paper usage over the last decade and 
is in the process of moving all of its legacy filing to digital.  
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Appendix 2

What we are doing now

We recognise that our past actions were nowhere near sufficient or effective enough to achieve the 
transformative change required.  The need for actions to mitigate the causes of and adapt to the 
impacts of climate change influence our decision making and corporate screening processes. 

We are active members of the Welsh Peatlands Action Group and on the steering group for the 
Welsh Peatlands Project (RDP Wales Sustainable Management Scheme).

We are aware that in terms of peatland restoration, the Brecon Beacons National Park has a 
particularly important role in protecting and repairing the areas of bare, actively eroding and draining 
peat, which is more concentrated here than anywhere else in Wales.

We are also aware that, as is true elsewhere in Wales, a significant area of the Park’s blanket bog is 
in an unfavourable ecological condition and is contributing to GHG emissions.  This must be 
reversed and we know how this must be done.

We are active and leading participants in the Black Mountains Land Use Partnership (RDP Wales 
Sustainable Management Scheme).  This Partnership delivers a range of habitat restoration projects 
including peatland and upland path restoration, which help to reduce and reverse the contribution 
that the Black Mountains and its land use make to GHG emissions.  The BMLUP has also 
commissioned a Black Mountains PES Sponsorship Portfolio.

Through our research partnerships and work with other universities we actively influence their 
research programmes on peatlands; e.g., Swansea and Reading Universities’ studies on peat status 
and carbon density on raised and blanket bogs.

We continue to deliver the Waun Fignen Felen bog restoration project, and upland path and 
peatland restoration projects elsewhere in the Park, e.g., Waun Fach (Black Mountains), Waun Rydd 
(Central Beacons) and Llyn y Fignen Felen (Mynydd Du).

We continue to encourage other landowners to act in favour of mitigating climate change and 
recovering nature.

We continue to manage our small woodland estate.

We have published the Park’s Nature Recovery Action Plan, A Future with Nature at its Heart, through 
which the Local Nature Partnership will implement actions that improve nature’s resilience, with five 
priority actions:  a State of Nature Report, preparing ecological network maps, seeking funding for a 
Partnership Officer, agreeing the primary ecosystems or areas to focus on, and recorder training for 
the next generation of naturalists.

The National Park Authority has engaged with The Welsh Government Energy Service in producing 
a Strategic assessment of energy efficiency opportunities across its estate of buildings.  This is in 
addition to the installation of photo-voltaic solar arrays at four of our buildings as described in 
Appendix One

The Authority is currently reviewing this assessment, and will consider how it can implement its 
recommendations, which if implemented would see a further 65kg of carbons savings over the next 
10 years

Current SDF grants include:  PhD studentship - Impacts of energy transitions on vulnerable peripheral 
communities,  Llangattock Community Woodland Group - Let's get into the Woodland, and 
Glanamman, Pedol & Twrch Livestock Handling.
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Our current and past education programming includes:

Delivering climate change content on a regular basis in all programming and courses, even 
when the topic is not explicitly climate change; just talking about a view brings forth these 
opportunities as we look and teach about a changing landscape.

We deliver 2 climate change-focused tracts of education:

i) Moorland Indicators of Climate Change Initiative (MICCI):  delivered across the 
family of National Parks that have significant peat areas and involves young 
people taking measurements that are then sent to the University of Manchester. 
https://nationalparks.uk/students/micci-project and 
https://www.moorsforthefuture.org.uk/enjoy-the-moors/young-
people/moorland-indicators-of-climate-change-initiative.  The project is hosted 
by the Peak District National Park Authority.

ii) Teacher training on renewable energy:  mainly for Maths and Science PGCE 
students, whereby they visit Talybont-on-Usk and use the National Park to learn 
how to teach about renewable energy; our IT Team supports the project with 
electric cars.

The next iteration of the LDP will go further than current policies, proposing that from 2022 all new 
development must

1. Be resilient and adaptable to the likely effects of climate change;
2. Limit and mitigate the causes of climate change; 
3. Contribute to carbon neutrality;
4. Reduce the need for travel or transport; and
5. In the case of Major Development schemes, achieve zero carbon in operation by 2023 and 

carbon neutral in construction and operation from then on.

As the Authority reviews and reorganises the way it delivers its work we will take advantage of the 
opportunities afforded by new technology such as cloud collaboration, process automation and the 
Internet of Things to enable more intelligent and efficient ways of working throughout our functions 
and processes.  This will allow us to have a more distributed workforce closer to the point of 
delivery thereby reducing the need to travel, whilst gaining more insight into the condition of the 
Park and the effects our interventions are having.
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Biodiversity & Resilience of Ecosystems Section 6 Duty Report for 
the Brecon Beacons National Park

Name of 
Committee

National Park Authority

Date NPA Committee meeting on 10th December 2019

Report Author Rebecca Price 
Job title Ecologist 

Contact Details Rebecca.price@beacons-npa.gov.uk 

Purpose of Report To introduce the Authority’s first Section 6 Duty Report in 
fulfillment of its statutory obligations under the Environment 
Act (Wales) 20161 

To seek Member approval of the Section 6 Duty Report in 
order that it can be submitted to Welsh Government in 
keeping with the end of December 2019 deadline.

To highlight the Authority’s statutory obligations to meet 
Section 6 of The Environment Act. (Wales) 2016.

Single Integrated 
Assessment

Not Applicable

List of  Enclosures Enclosure 1 - Brecon Beacons National Park Authority
Environment Act (Wales) 2016 Part 1 – Section 6 
The Biodiversity and Resilience of Ecosystems Duty 
Report 2019 

Public Interest Test Not Applicable

Recommendation(s) a) To approve the Section 6 – The Biodiversity and 
Resilience of Ecosystems Duty Report and its 
submission to Welsh Government.

1.1 Introduction or Background

1 The Environment Act (Wales) 2016 Part 1: Sustainable Management of Natural Resources
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It’s a stark fact that biodiversity continues to decline internationally. This is a trend from which 
the UK’s Protected Landscapes, including the Brecon Beacons National Park, are not exempt. 
We are in a period of ongoing resource constraints when biodiversity faces increasing 
pressures from agricultural change, local development, climate change and the spread of 
invasive non-native species. These and other factors, including departure from the European 
Union, present some very real challenges for nature conservation and land management within 
the National Park.

The Brecon Beacons National Park Authority has a statutory requirement (placed on all Public 
Authorities in Wales) under Section 6 Part 1 of the Environment Act (Wales) 2016 to 
demonstrate how the Authority will “seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the proper 
exercise of their functions and in doing so promote the resilience of ecosystems”. 

The emphasis of the Section 6 Duty is that public authorities should embed the consideration of 
biodiversity and ecosystems into their early thinking and business planning, including any 
policies, plans, programmes and projects as well as their day to day activities. Each function of a 
public authority should consider where and how they can maintain and enhance biodiversity 
and promote resilience. 

To comply with the Section 6 Duty, public authorities must prepare and publish a plan setting 
out what they propose to do to maintain and enhance biodiversity and promote resilience. A 
report on what the public authority has done to comply with the duty must be published by the 
end of 2019 and then every three years after this date. The Authority’s first Section 6 Duty 
Report under the Environment Act (Wales) accompanies this NPA report. 

As outlined in the Authority’s Corporate Plan 2018/19 the National Park Management Plan and 
Nature Recovery Action Plan will cover the requirement for a Section 6 Duty Plan. The 
embedding of a Section 6 Duty Plan within a public body’s key plans (rather than having a 
standalone S6 Plan) is an approach that receives support within Welsh Government’s Section 6 
Duty guidance. 

1.2 Proposals

 To share the Section 6 Duty Report with Welsh Government as evidence of the 
Authority’s work to fulfill its obligations under the Environment Act (Wales). The 
report will be published on the Wales Biodiversity Partnership website2 to enable public 
review and help further promote the need for a collective approach to helping reverse 
the decline of biodiversity in Wales.

2 https://www.biodiversitywales.org.uk/Biodiversity-Duty-Reporting 
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 To use the report to review the Authority’s Section 6 Duty Plan and inform any 
adjustments to the approach taken. 

1.3 Implications

Approval of the Section 6 Duty Report will enable its timely presentation to Welsh 
Government, in fulfilment of the Authority’s statutory obligation to report on how it has 
fulfilled the duty by the end of December 2019.

This is the Authority’s first Section 6 Duty report. The examples of exemplar project work 
contained within the report demonstrate the Authority’s commitment to biodiversity, in turn 
providing added value in showcasing the work that can be achieved to lever more funding and 
garner support from more partners. 

It should be acknowledged however that the report would benefit from more empirical 
evidence. As the Authority refines its approach to ensuring biodiversity is fully embedded within 
all aspects of its functions and reflected across its plans (with appropriate, overarching 
biodiversity indicators in place) future reports should become sleeker and more widely framed 
in terms of measurable outcomes. It’s the Authority’s ambition to put in place appropriate 
measures and indicators with clear baselines so that it can more fully demonstrate the impact of 
activities in contributing to nature recovery goals, within the National Park and Wales.

1.4 Risk

If the report is not endorsed, the Authority risks failing to meet the deadline outlined in the 
Environment (Wales) Act by which time it must submit a report showing how it has met its 
statutory obligation to comply with the Section 6 Duty.

By way of its governing plans and policies the Authority has embedded nature recovery 
objectives and successfully delivered a suite of biodiversity works. It would (at best) be 
misleading of its commitment to biodiversity if the deadline was missed and (at worst) be in 
breach of its statutory obligation. 

1.5 Conclusion

The National Park Authority has a statutory requirement  under Section 6 Part 1 of the 
Environment Act (Wales) 2016 to demonstrate how the Authority will “seek to maintain and 
enhance biodiversity in the proper exercise of its functions and in doing so promote the 
resilience of ecosystems”, and to provide a report by the end of December 2019. 
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The Section 6 Duty report showcases the breadth of work which the Authority has delivered 
to support biodiversity and the measures which it has taken to ensure biodiversity is embedded 
within key polices, plans and decision making. This all demonstrates how the Authority is 
meeting its commitments under Section 6.  The Authority’s ambition to improve its evidence 
base will enhance future reports and help to more widely demonstrate the impact of its 
activities towards nature recovery goals, within the National Park and  the contribution the 
Authority is making to Wales as a whole.

RECOMMENDATION(S):

a) To approve the Section 6 – The Biodiversity and Resilience of Ecosystems Duty 
Report and its submission to Welsh Government. 
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Brecon Beacons National Park Authority
Environment (Wales) Act 2016 Part 1 – Section 6 

The Biodiversity and Resilience of Ecosystems Duty 
Report 2019 

Photos: Top right, clockwise: Princes Trust volunteers assisting with habitat enhancements at Caeau Ty Mawr, installation 
of pine marten boxes, herbicide spraying of giant knotweed, peatland restoration works (Credit: BMLUP), launch of the 
Nature Recovery Action Plan
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1. Context 

It’s a stark fact that biodiversity continues to decline internationally. This is a trend from which the 
UK’s Protected Landscapes, including the Brecon Beacons National Park, are not exempt. We are in a 
period of ongoing resource constraints when biodiversity faces increasing pressures from 
agricultural change, local development, climate change and the spread of invasive non-native 
species. These and other factors, including departure from the European Union, present some very 
real challenges for nature conservation and land management within the National Park.

Like other protected landscapes in Wales National Parks are strategic national assets and a key 
delivery mechanism for Welsh Government’s environmental, social and economic ambitions1. 
Enhancing biodiversity is a central part of the National Park Authority’s functions - as a major 
landowner2, active member of various delivery-based partnerships and initiatives, and local planning 
authority, the Authority’s role affords significant connections with biodiversity and its conservation. 

The Environment (Wales) Act 2016 & the Biodiversity and Resilience of Ecosystems Duty 

The Environment Act (Wales) 2016 Part 1: Sustainable Management of Natural Resources (SMNR) is 
in place to sustainably manage Wales’ natural resources and tackle the effects of climate change. 
The Act enshrines the UN Convention of Biodiversity and the Ecosystem Approach into legislation.  
The objective of the SMNR is to maintain & enhance the resilience of ecosystems and the benefits 
they provide, and in doing so meet the needs of present generations of people without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. Halting & reversing the loss of 
biodiversity is integral to this objective.

Section 6 under Part 1 of the Environment Wales Act (2016) introduced an enhanced biodiversity 
and resilience of ecosystems duty (Section 6 Duty) for public authorities. The duty requires that 
public authorities must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity so far as consistent with the 
proper exercise of their functions and in doing so promote the resilience of ecosystems. 

Public authorities are required to provide a report by the end of 2019 to show what it has done to 
comply with the new duty and then every 3 years after this date. This is the Brecon Beacons National 
Park Authority’s first Section 6 Report. 

The National Park Authority – Key Plans and Policies   

The National Park operates in the context of Wales’ forward thinking environmental legislation 
framework and is governed by a series of plans and policies. See Table 1 below. 

A number of these plans are currently under review. This presents an opportunity to streamline the 
Authority’s plans and reporting mechanisms, and to reinforce delivery against biodiversity outcomes 
throughout the Authority’s work. 

Significantly, A Future with Nature at its Heart: A Nature Recovery Action Plan (NRAP) for the Brecon 
Beacons National Park was launched in July 2019. This provides a key mechanism for the Local 
Nature Partnership to help prioritise, deliver and monitor nature recovery in the National Park. It has 
been adopted by the Authority in April 2019 as its principal guiding strategy on nature recovery and 
biodiversity conservation. 

1 as outlined in Valued and Resilient, July 2018.
2 approximately 15% of the National Park or 200 square kilometres
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The NRAP provides the biodiversity-led framework for underpinning key strategies within the 
Authority (i.e. Corporate Plan) and the National Park (i.e. National Park Management and Local 
Development Plan), thus further embedding the NRAP as a key means of nature recovery action 
within the National Park and helping deliver an ecosystems approach. 

Table 1: Principal plans for the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority
National Park Plan Period covered Date of next review
Corporate Plan Annual – 2019/20 2020/21 plan to be 

developed
National Park Management Plan 
(NPM)

Five years – 2015 - 2020 Currently under review

Local Development Plan (LDP) 2013 – 2022 Currently under review 
Nature Recovery Action Plan 
(NRAP)

Five years – 2019 – 2024 Launched July 2019

Rights of Way Improvement Plan 
(ROWIP)

Ten years – 2019 - 2029 2019, although the form 
the ROWIP takes may 
change before then 

The Authority’s Section 6 Plan & Review 

Rather than preparing a standalone Section 6 Plan, the Authority considers that the duty is best 
delivered as an integral part of its Corporate Plan. This follows the same approach as the Authority’s 
well-being statement under the Well Being of Future Generations Act (WBFGA) 3and embeds the 
consideration of biodiversity into corporate planning and reporting across all elements of the 
Authority’s work. 

“The National Park Management Plan and Nature Recovery Action Plan will cover the requirement 
for a ‘Section 6 plan’ for the Brecon Beacons National Park, whilst the State of the Park Report, the 
action monitoring of the management plan and performance reporting in the Annual Report will all 
serve to deliver the Section 6 reporting duty,” (Extracted from BBNPA Corporate Plan 2019/20).

The Nature Recovery Action Plan provides the additional detail of key objectives and actions for 
biodiversity within the National Park. These have been prioritised by consensus within the Local 
Nature Partnership and synergy with SMNR principles. 

Further work is required to align the planning and reporting mechanisms for the Authority’s key 
plans with its corporate planning cycle, and to revise and embed appropriate biodiversity (and other) 
indicators. The ultimate goal is to achieve an integrated reporting timetable for the NPMP, WBFGA, 
Section 6 Plan/NRAP and Corporate Plan. 

An essential part of achieving this goal is reviewing the best available evidence. The Authority 
acknowledges that there are several biological evidence gaps and through the current State of the 
Park Report (SoPR) review, State of Nature Report and development of a Vital Signs surveillance and 
monitoring programme,4 is in the process of reviewing what evidence does exist and what gaps need 
to be addressed (and how). This will support the identification of a robust set of biodiversity 

3 Well-being of Future Generations Act (2015) goals, specifically:  A resilient Wales -  a biodiverse natural environment with 
healthy functioning ecosystems that support social, economic, and ecological resilience and capacity to adapt to change 
4 ENRaW development grant secured to develop a “Vital Signs” programme with BIS and the Wildlife Trust for South & 
West Wales. Grant funding application being developed through a contract with Ecosulis.
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indicators and monitoring of the effectiveness of measures for nature recovery within the National 
Park.
 

2. Biodiversity Activity Highlights

Since the Environment (Wales) Act became law the National Park Authority has continued to play a 
significant role in the Welsh response to the universal decline in biodiversity. Much of this work has 
relied upon successful collaborations with a variety of local partners. This report does not and 
cannot capture all relevant activities. Rather it provides a flavour of the breadth of ways in which the 
Section 6 duty is delivered by the Authority. 

Examples of action taken in support of the Section 6 duty are given in Appendix 1 and have been 
provided by Officers from across the Authority. Many of the actions align with more than one of the 
6 All-Wales Nature Recovery Objectives. Some highlights for each objective are further described 
below. 

Wales NRAP Objective 1: 
Engage and support participation and understanding to embed biodiversity throughout decision 
making at all levels.

 Nature Recovery Action Plan (A Future with Nature at its Heart) launched by Local Nature 
Partnership (over 20 members) at the Royal Welsh Agricultural show July 2019. The launch 
was hosted on the Woodland Trust Stand with students from Brecon High School discussing 
what nature what means to them. NRAP adopted by Authority as its principal biodiversity 
conservation plan and translated into commitments within the Corporate Plan within which 
‘landscapes and biodiversity’ is one of 4 revised key work areas. The development and 
delivery of the NRAP comprises the key objective for this work area. The Authority’s Staff 
Performance Management Review system has been revised accordingly to include updated 
objectives. 

 Awareness raised through nature recovery training sessions with Authority members In June 
20185 and March 20196 (15 out of 24 attendees). Voluntary nature recovery training module 
for NPA staff is planned in 2020. 

 The Authority has drafted Climate Change and Woodland Regeneration Position Statements. 
A climate change and nature recovery session was held during a recent NPA Policy Forum 
(November 2019) as the first of a series of themed presentations to stimulate thinking 
around key themes and how policy could be developed.

5 Visit to Caeau Ty Mawr and Llangasty 
6 Visit to Pwll y Wrach 
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Photo: Brecon High School students at the launch of A Future with Nature at its Heart (July 2019)

Photo: Nature Recovery training session with National Park Authority Staff and Members (March 
2019)

Wales NRAP Objective 2: 
Safeguard species and habitats of principal importance and improve their management

 The Authority continues to provide first class planning and wildlife advice to planning 
officers and enforcement officers. Ecological comments provided on approx. 350 planning 
applications, discharge of conditions and planning appeals per year. The majority of planning 
applications include requirement for biodiversity enhancement measures to be delivered 
when the development is implemented. The Authority is looking to establish a process to 
actively monitor biodiversity enhancement conditions and is considering expanding its 
planning obligations strategy in order to secure biodiversity net benefits from development 
proposals.

 Key Supplementary Planning Guidance relating to biodiversity published; Biodiversity and 
Development (2016), Biodiversity in the Towns of the National Park (2016).

 Suite of habitat management initiatives delivered across SSSIs within the National Park’s 
ownership; relying on capital funding bids, specialist contractors and the support of 
volunteer groups, wardens, access and ecology teams, as well as tenants, commoners and 
graziers. For example £13,000 2 year capital works programme (NRW Partnership 
Programme 2016-18) on Llangasty & Caeau Ty Mawr to improve the condition of 20ha of 
SSSI features in line with the Site Management Plan, including 900m of ditch clearance, 4ha 
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of sedge bed management and opportunities for volunteer training. Works delivered with 
support of Site Steering Group and ongoing site tenancies. Other works included bracken 
management at Henallt Common SSSI as part of measures to improve the condition of SSSI 
features, upland peatland restoration works at sites across the Park. 

 The protected and non-statutory sites network will form a key part of realising the NRAP’s 
ambition to develop resilient ecological networks which are more diverse, greater in extent, 
in better ecological condition and better joined up. Ecological networks mapping will help 
target specific actions by the Local Nature Partnership. The Authority is also a part of an 
NRW ecological resilience mapping pilot. 

Photo: Bat opening and hedgerow planting as part of building restoration 

Photo: Ditch clearance works at Llangasty 
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Wales NRAP Objective 3: 
Increase the resilience of our natural environment by restoring degraded habitats and habitat 
creation

 Demonstrable, restoration of degraded upland habitats at sites including Waun Rydd (Welsh 
Peatlands project), Carn Pica (Welsh Government unfunded pressures), Waun Fignen Felin 
(Welsh Water Asset Management Plan 6), Black Mountains (Black Mountains Land Use 
Partnership, WG Sustainable Management Scheme).

 The Black Mountains Land Use Partnership (BMLUP) is one of the Brecon Beacons National 
Park’s flagship partnership projects. Crucially this is an example of a project led by a group of 
people trying to implement environmental change at a local scale. Comprising the National 
Park Authority, graziers, Natural Resources Wales, Natural England. 

 Specific BMLUP habitat recovery activities include bracken surveys, bracken control and 
follow-up monitoring (320ha bracken cutting target, 490ha cut to date), peatland protection 
and restoration work (66 ha of peatland – with over half of this aimed at slowing water flow, 
and the remainder at revegetation of bare peat and bare mineral soil), controlled heather 
burning and heather brash harvesting (over 10ha of heather and Molinia cutting). Works 
also includes over 3,000 metres of footpath restoration work to enable better access, help 
with peatland erosion and biodiversity benefits in keeping access to designated Rights of 
Way.

Photo: Peatland restoration in action (Credit: BMLUP)

Wales NRAP Objective 4: 
Tackle key pressures on species and habitats

 The Invaders of the National Park Project (2018-2020) has been working in partnership to 
control Japanese knotweed, Giant hogweed and Himalayan balsam. Employing two officers, 
the pilot project has been trialling methods of control including talking to landowners and 
farmers, encouraging community groups to adopt sites, knotweed control grants and 
producing a significant awareness raising programme. This project has formed the 
groundwork for an invasive species programme be developed using lessons learnt and 
contacts made. As well as the three target species other invasive non-native species have 
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been flagged up and controlled including Rhododendron and Giant knotweed. Funding is 
being sought to develop an Invasive Non Native Species (INNS) control programme and also 
work on INNS issues collaboratively on a Wales wide basis. 

 The Authority has led focussed efforts to control Himalayan balsam at Cwm Bwchel (in 
collaboration with landowners, NRW and volunteers). Over 25ha of land within a discrete 
part of the Black Mountains was the focus of pulling, cutting and trial herbicide spraying. A 
Sustainable Development Fund (SDF) grant of £1,695 assisted the development of a 
volunteer programme aiming to eliminate the Himalayan balsam seedbank and growth in 
the Llanthony valley catchment and prevent spread to the adjacent upland moorland SSSI. 
The programme was supported by over 200 volunteers during the period 2016-19.

 The Authority has secured a fleet of electric cars; one example of the Authority’s efforts to 
contribute to the mitigation of climate change, which has received wide press interest and 
provided a successful vehicle for discussions about biodiversity and climate change with the 
general public at local agricultural shows. Supported by the Welsh Assembly Green Growth 
fund the Authority has helped to ensure that the carbon footprint left by our cars continues 
to reduce year on year. In 2011 this was an average of 144g/km but it has now been reduced 
to 122g/km and there are plans to go further. The Authority is a finalist in the Energy Saving 
Trust’s Fleet Heroes 2019 Award. 

Photo: Management of non-native invasive Rhododendron 
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Photo: The Authority’s electric car fleet

Wales NRAP Objective 5: 
Improve our evidence, understanding and monitoring

 The Authority continues to have a long running Service Level Agreement with BIS Local 
Environmental Records Centre and to support its ongoing activities to promote biological 
recording. The Authority is represented on the Wales LERCs steering group and BIS data 
continues to be used to inform sound planning decisions.

 The Authority has research partnerships with Cardiff and South Wales universities, with 
additional projects with Swansea and Reading Universities on a range of habitats and 
species-based applied research; and is participating in the development of national-level 
research priorities through Environment Platform Wales. Alongside the developing Vital 
Signs programme, designated landscapes monitoring group, these have a significant role to 
play in improving the Park’s evidence base and for example help improve our understanding 
of the trends and status of key habitats and species at a National Park level. 

 Evidence gathering and monitoring forms a key component of many of the Park’s projects. 
The BMLUP particularly have adeptly monitored the multiple outcomes of their activities, 
helping to demonstrate the impact of the work done and inform the planning of future 
activities and associated funding needs. 

Wales NRAP Objective 6: 
Put in place a framework of governance and support for delivery

 The Authority participates in many active partnerships, which raise capacity for biodiversity 
conservation and maximise the expertise and resource at hand to plan and deliver the 
actions described within this report. The Local Nature Partnership (over 20 partners from 
both local and national organisations) in particular will be a key part of the delivery of the 
ambition outlined within the Nature Recovery Action Plan. Table 2 below provides an 
example of the in-kind time (and financial value) offered through a partnership approach to 
biodiversity working. 

 The Authority supports volunteer involvement in biodiversity conservation, from its three 
upland volunteer groups, to work experience placements, and support for biodiversity 
monitoring. The upland volunteers specifically have gifted 6891 hours since 2017.  

 The Sustainable Development Fund (SDF) directly supports biodiversity-based project and 
supports local communities to take action for biodiversity. Since 2016 over 10 SDF grants 
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have funded projects with a biodiversity focus, including training volunteers to establish a 
butterfly monitoring transect as part of habitat management on The Allt, and support for 
Himalayan balsam control in the East of the Park. 

 The Authority has secured a range of funding sources to support biodiversity works including 
Heritage Lottery Fund, Welsh Government unfunded pressures, Sustainable Development 
Grant, Welsh Government Sustainable Management Scheme, and an ENRaW development 
grant. 

Table 2: In kind contributions made to date on the Black Mountains Project as an example of Partnership 
working to enhance biodiversity

Source / Organisation Department 
Total 
hours

Value of in kind 
(£)

Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Warden Team 1230.15 24246.37

Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Ecology Team 2210.2 70758.8

Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Access Team 1798.54 4638.66

Brecon Beacons National Park Authority CEO 29.5 1740.5

Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Natural Resources Manager 50.5 1411.5

Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Sustainable Tourism 120.75 2535.75

Landowners Landowners 296.5 18462

Graziers Graziers 132.5 2200

NRW NRW 13 473.2

Upland Volunteers Upland Volunteers 2567.5 23194.01

National Sheep Association National Sheep Association 283.5 17010

Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water 21 2061

Natural England Natural England 0 0

  8753.64 168731.79

Photo: Upland volunteers assisting with peatland restoration works 
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Appendix 1 – Examples of biodiversity related actions undertaken by the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority, 2016-2019 

Delivery against Wales Nature Recovery Action Plan Objectives: Actions taken to maintain and enhance biodiversity and promote the resilience 
of ecosystems Engage and 

support 
participation and 
understanding to 
embed 
biodiversity 
throughout 
decision making 
at all levels

Safeguard 
species and 
habitats of 
principal 
importance 
and improve 
their 
management

Increase the 
resilience of our 
natural 
environment by 
restoring 
degraded 
habitats and 
habitat creation

Tackle key 
pressures on 
species and 
habitats

Improve our 
evidence, 
understand-
ing and 
monitoring

Put in place a 
framework of 
governance and 
support for 
delivery

NATIONAL PARK DELIVERY TEAMS
Landscapes & Nature Recovery; People & Communities; Commercial Operations

1. Development of A Future of Nature at its Heart: A Nature Recovery Action 
Plan for the Brecon Beacons National Park. 
Plan developed with 20 Local Nature Partners. Launched at the Royal Welsh 
Agricultural Show. Adopted by the National Park Authority as its key guiding 
strategy for nature recovery (2018-19, 2019-20).  https://www.beacons-
npa.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/BBNPA-Nature-Recovery-A4-ENG-WEB.pdf 
Local Nature Partnership projects:
BBNPA is a delivery partner for All Wales LNP ENRaW project & Plantlife Wales 
Magnificent Meadows Project. 
Support for biodiversity project development including:
Long Forest Wales (part of which includes Monmouthshire part of NP), Plantlife 
Important Plant Area Invasive Plant survey (project group member), Kew 
National Tree Seed Collection Project (seed collection at Henallt common), 
Carmarthenshire Bumblebee Project, Butterfly Conservation butterfly surveys.

     

2. Black Mountains Land Use Partnership  
One of the Brecon Beacons National Park’s flagship partnership project – 
crucially a project led by a group of people trying to implement environmental 
change at a local scale.
Progress continues on all the habitat recovery projects:  bracken surveys, 
bracken control and follow-up monitoring and all data captured, peatland 
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protection and restoration works and surveys on Southern Scar and other sites, 
upland path work (a valid peatland protection method in the BBNP), further hill 
and moorland ambassador training days (now nominated for an award), 
educational stipend fund launched, events management process being finalised; 
met with Prince Charles. Annual controlled burning, heather brash harvesting 

 Managed access to the countryside – bracken cutting – grazing, access 
and biodiversity benefits – target was 320 ha, to date, cut 490.

 Over 66 ha of peatland restored – with over half of this aimed at 
slowing water flow and the remainder at revegetation of bare peat and 
bare mineral soil – all successful. Three main sites Waun Fach, Darren 
Lwyd, Rhos Dirion

 Over 10 ha of heather and Molina cutting has also been undertaken.
 Also includes over 3,000 metres of footpath restoration work to enable 

better access, help with peatland erosion and biodiversity benefits in 
keeping access to designated rights of way.

As part of the ongoing BMLUP project, Education Officers have led groups of 
primary school pupils in two locations in the Black Mountains to see examples of 
habitat management, wildlife and farming. Further outreach visits are planned.
3.Invaders of the National Park Project
A project to work in partnership to control Japanese knotweed, Giant hogweed 
and Himalayan balsam was piloted in 2018-2020. Trial methods of control 
included: talking to landowners and farmers, encouraging community groups to 
adopt sites, knotweed control grants and producing a significant awareness 
raising programme. This project has formed the groundwork for the invasive 
species project to be developed using lessons learnt and contacts and 
enthusiasm made. As well as the three target species other invasive non-native 
species have been flagged up and controlled including Rhododendron and Giant 
knotweed. Funding is being sought to continue this project and also work on 
invasives issues collaboratively on a pan Wales basis.

    

4. Biodiversity enhancement projects on Authority owned land 
Llangasty – Caeau Ty Mawr - £13,000 2 year capital works programme (NRW 
Partnership Programme 2016-18) delivered to improve the condition of 20ha of 
SSSI features, including 900m of ditch clearance, 4ha of sedgebed management 
and opportunities for volunteer training. Works delivered with support of Site 
Steering Group and ongoing site tenancies. 
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5. Red grouse monitoring
Annual counts supported by volunteers on Hatterrall Ridge & Mynydd ddu to 
help monitor trends in this key upland heathland indicator species.



6. Support for BIS Local Environmental Records Centre
Service Level Agreement in place.
Chairing of Local Environmental Records Centres Wales Ltd Board.

   

7. Biological Surveillance & Monitoring Programme
ENRaW Project Development Grant secured to develop Vital Signs survey and 
monitoring programme; grant proposals being developed along three lines – 
citizen science and Local Nature Partnership co-ordination; evidence programme 
involving monitoring stations, GIS and other technical applications; and 
pollinator recovery, soils, surveys and monitoring the ‘vital signs’ of the Park’s 
biodiversity. Being developed in partnership with Wildlife Trust of South & West 
Wales & BIS (by contract let to Ecosulis Ltd.) on behalf of the LNP.

     

8. Gunpowder Works project
Heritage Lottery Funded Project including conservation of both natural and built 
heritage. Felling of non-native conifer trees, re-establishing areas for the 
recovery of broadleaved ancient semi-natural woodland within the SAC. Also 
safeguarding hibernacula for resident bat community. 900 trees have been felled 
and replaced with 2000 native saplings. The felled timber has been left on site to 
provide a habitat for insects and bryophytes. Outreach with the local population 
and school groups has been a key part of this project.

   

9. Brecon Beacons International Dark Sky Reserve
Worked with large and small land/home owners, Trunk Road Authorities and 
Local Authorities to introduce dark sky friendly lighting and bringing the amount 
of light pollution down in the Park. Research proves that light pollution has a 
devastating impact on birds and insect population so by lowering levels of 
pollution we are making significant improvements to species in the NP. Outreach 
work also occurs year round to promote awareness.



10. Wales Peatlands Project 
Supporting the Steering Group to deliver 10 project outputs for peatlands 
including knowledge transfer, site prioritisation, PES development, site 
restoration, accredited training programme, peatland monitoring, awareness-
raising and research platform.
Example: Waun Rydd footpath and peatland restoration on the Honourable 
Artillery Company’s Pencelli Estate.  Waun Rydd is the source bog for the Blaen y 
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Glyn river, which feeds into the Caerfanell, which itself feeds into the Talybont 
Reservoir.  So, eroding peat is contributing CO2 emissions and dissolved organic 
carbon, with a direct impact on water quality, GHG emissions, biodiversity loss, 
landscape degradation and a poorer visitor experience. The peatland restoration 
is funded by the Welsh Peatlands Project (£35k), with more to be funded next 
financial year. The footpath work along several km is funded by Welsh 
Government (£130k).
Peat protection - 8500m of peat hags varying in height from 0.5m-3.5m have 
been reprofiled. 
11. Waun Fignen Felen Project (Welsh Water Asset Management Plan 6, AMP6)
Continued to deliver restoration work on one of Wales’ first peatland projects, in 
conjunction with Welsh Water and NRW. Practical works have included bare 
peat protection, shallow gulley dams, Sphagnum propagation plus 
archaeological desk assessment.

  

12. Brecon Beacons Mega-catchment Project
Supported the Steering Group to develop priorities for catchment-scale 
restoration within the Brecon Beacons.

   

13. Research and research partnerships 
Partnerships with Cardiff, South Wales, Swansea and Reading Universities on a 
range of habitats and species-based applied research; and participating in the 
development of national-level research priorities through Environment Platform 
Wales.

  

14. Black Mountains, Central Beacons and Uplands Volunteer Groups 
Regular volunteer work parties delivering a programme of works with local 
biodiversity sensitivities in mind. 
Uplands Volunteers - first developed 2014. Membership of 55. 6891 hours gifted 
since 2017.
Latest new project developed in2018 a three year Pine Marten habitat creation 
and monitoring project working in partnerships with the Vincent Wildlife Trust 
(VWT) and GDAS (Gwent Drug and Alcohol Service) over the next three years 
they will be installing 60 den boxes and monitoring the area with 40 camera 
traps as part of wider Pine Marten reintroduction programme within Wales. In 
2018 three volunteers gained accredited training from Swansea University in 
protected species and Legislation and pine marten monitoring.
Volunteers support path maintenance and construction and upland habitat 
work. For example in supporting the Black Mountains Sustainable Management 
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Scheme project with the Darren Lwyd peat restoration project 95% was 
completed by volunteers over an 8 month period.
15. Sustainable Development Fund (SDF) support for biodiversity outcomes
Over 10 SDF grant awards (April 2016 to date) with biodiversity outcomes as a 
main focus. Projects included support for the Black Mountains Volunteers, Eco-
volunteering at MIND, Talgarth PAWS restoration, The Allt butterfly monitoring 
project, Pine Marten project, Brecon wildflower verges project, landscaping 
works at Vincent Wildlife Trust bat reserves, Amman Valley Community 
Connections project, Llangattock Community Woodland support, Cwm Bwchel 
Himalayan Balsam control, and Castle Meadows, Abergavenny. 
Example: Cwm Bwchel Himalayan balsam control project. Control of this INNS 
across approx. 25ha in the Black Mountains. 
Volunteer and staff time:

 2017 – 70 volunteers based upon 5 hour day. 47 staff days based upon 
5 hours per day.

 2018 – 68 volunteers. 46 staff days. 
 2019 – 66 volunteers. 45 staff days based upon based upon 5 hours per 

day. 
Supported by a SDF Grant (£1,695 in 2019) the project included:

 Development of a volunteer programme to assist balsam control in a 
discrete area in the Black Mountains.

 Application of various techniques to control HB.
 An aim to eliminate the HB seedbank and growth in the Llanthony 

Valley catchment using a catchment based approach.
 Funds to purchase herbicide equipment, PPE, and other equipment 

required to control HB.
 Promotion of INNS impacts upon ecosystems.
 Sharing and dissemination of information gathered through the project 

duration.
 Maintenance of PROW.
 Prevented INNS encroachment upon the Upland moorland SSSI.
 Ongoing monitoring.

   

16. National Park Ambassadors Programme
Continue to deliver successful ambassador programme for local businesses and 
tourism initiatives, focussing on the key assets of the National Park. Biodiversity 
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featured in Park in Your Heart, GeoPark and Mountains & Moorlands sessions. 
Pilot 2-day biodiversity ambassadors training held at Llangorse Lake. 
17. Engagement with School groups and other learners on key biodiversity 
messages
For the period April 2018-March 2019 the Education Team successfully delivered 
various outdoor learning sessions with all involving a biodiversity message to 
7000+ learners, notably:

 Outreach to local schools (including Ysgol y Mynydd Du, Ysgol Penderyn, 
Llanfaes Primary, Mount Street Juniors, Ysgol Dyffryn y Glowyr) 
supporting learning about: conservation, moss and peat conservation 
on the Black Mountains, improving school grounds as habitats for 
wildlife, learning about Lesser Horseshoe bats and their habitats, 
learning about electric vehicles.

 For Wales Biodiversity week – key messages promoted to learners, 
supported with merchandise.

 Wales outdoor Learning week 1st- 5th April 2019 – Outreach to local 
schools.

 Ongoing mammals recording at YHA Danywenallt as part of residential 
school groups’ experience.

 Work Experience at Craig y Nos Country Park - three young people 
undertook practical conservation work, opening up overgrown areas to 
provide more light and space. As a result of the work experience 
activities they all achieved the John Muir Discovery Award.

 At Talybont on Usk, a group of trainee teachers from University of 
South Wales  at National Park case studies to encourage real-life 
opportunities for investigating carbon saving and peat conservation.

     

18. Integrating biodiversity within Interpretation projects. For example plans 
for new National Park Visitor Centre.



19. Press Releases/Social Media Posts/website articles to promote and 
communicate biodiversity stories and projects within the National Park. For 
example support for RSPB Let Nature Sing Campaign, Community Newsletter.

 

20. Waterfall Country Visitor Management Project
The National Park Authority is continuing its work with partner organisations in 
identifying long term, sustainable outcomes for the area known as Waterfall 
Country. The aim of the partnership is to resolve long standing issues related to 
high visitor numbers, achieve greater community benefits and improve local 
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infrastructure and facilities, placing our most precious asset, the natural 
environment, at the very heart of this.
21. Support for tourism initiatives which embrace the Park’s natural assets. 
For example – “Day 2 Stay” programme including night-time wildlife awareness, 
supporting local community to include a Bat Hotel as part of Llangorse 
Community toilet redevelopment, UNESCO Fforest Fawr Geopark Programme.
Development of Health Walk along along Monmouthshire-Brecon Canal (Step by 
Step) – in partnership with Canal and River Trust, and NRW. Includes associated 
children’s nature treasure hunt leaflet (Brecon Canal Basin).



22. Get Into the Brecon Beacons Traineeships with Princes Trust 
Supporting young people in Powys in providing them with an opportunity to 
work with BBNPA and gain accredited skills and knowledge linked to land and 
access management, including support for biodiversity related works.

 

23. Upland path erosion survey
Survey undertaken of approx. 450km of upland paths to ascertain condition and 
damage to adjacent habitats. Data will be used to identify priorities for path 
repairs.

   

24. Commons Management 
Progress with commons management and herd health on Mynydd Du through 
the Meithrin Mynydd (commoners graziers) Advisory Group. The Authority also 
supported NRW Special Sites Officer to undertake an updated Phase 1 of 
Mynydd du (work to be continued). 
This is one example of the Authority’s long term relationship building and 
engagement with commoners and graziers associations. 

 

NATIONAL PARK PLANNING TEAMS 
Enforcement & Compliance, Built Heritage & Historic Environment, Development Management

1. Provide policy observations on development proposal’s adherence to the 
Local Development Plan and Supplementary Planning Guidance (Ongoing).

 Development Plan Annual Monitoring Report prepared
 Sustainable development indicators monitored for Welsh Government

Key Supplementary Planning Guidance:
 Biodiversity and Development (2016)
 Biodiversity in the Towns of the National Park (2016)
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2. Preparing the replacement Local Development Plan (2018-2033), and National 
Park Management Plan and facilitating place planning (Ongoing).

 Strategy development
 Policy development
 Community and stakeholder involvement
 Site selection
 Sustainability appraisal (incl. Strategic Environmental Assessment)
 Habitats Regulations Assessment

Progress is monitored via the Annual Performance Report for planning.

   

3. Contributing to Welsh Government groups on:
 intensive agriculture (2019 onwards)
 biodiversity and planning (2018 onwards)

Major milestone: All planners letter on biodiversity enhancement from Welsh 
Government (2019).

  

4. Contributing to Welsh Government consultations:
 National Development Framework (2019)
 Development Plans Manual (2019)

Major milestone: Evidence to the CCERA scrutiny of the NDF (2019).



5. Misc.
 Using Ecosia search engine (10 trees worth of searching so far) (2019).
 Staff meeting (2019) – INNS help.

    

6.  Continued provision of first class planning and wildlife advice to planning 
officers and enforcement officers.

 Ecological comments on approx. 350 planning applications, discharge of 
conditions and planning appeals per year

 Most planning applications include requirement for biodiversity 
enhancement measures to be delivered when the development is 
implemented

 Ecological advice on enforcement cases
 Habitats Regulations Assessments as necessary

   

7. Ecological advice to Policy Team on LDP Review, Candidate Sites and 
Biodiversity policies.

    

8. Ongoing ecological input on the scheme for dualling of Sections 2 and 5/6 of 
the A465T, in partnership with NRW.
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9. Provision of advice on the implementation of the Hedgerow Regulations 1997.   

10. Ongoing ecological advice and recommendations for undergrounding sites 
and replacement poles and pylons as part of National Grid and Western Power 
Distribution projects.

  

CORPORATE
Administration; Finance & Legal; HR; Dem Services; Public Affairs; IT; Evidence, Policy & Performance

1. NPA Members & Staff Training Days
Continue to disseminate relevant information on biodiversity and the 
sustainable management of natural resource to members, staff and partner 
organisations. Specific Member training has included; Environment Act & Well-
Being of Future Generations Act, Nature Recovery (15 Members).
Training for Education officers - biodiversity training on Mynydd Illtud (5 officers) 
LERC recording app training with INNS team (4 officers)



2. Welsh Government consultations
Drafted, edited and finalised the National Parks Wales’ response to “Sustainable 
Farming and Our Land.”

     

3. NPA fleet of Electric Cars
Supported by the Welsh Assembly Green Growth fund the NPA has helped to 
ensure that the carbon footprint left by our cars continues to reduce year on 
year. In 2011 this was an average of 144g/km but it has now been reduced to 
122g/km and we plan to go even further. Finalist in the Energy Saving Trust’s 
2019 Awards https://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/about-us/news/energy-
saving-trust-fleet-heroes-2019-finalists-announced 



4.Contribution to development of Natural Resources Wales’ Area Statements 
(mid Wales)

     

5. National Park Authority Member Biodiversity Champion
Active championing of biodiversity throughout the Authority’s work and 
supporting the Local Nature Partnership.
Member Champion led Reports include 'Upland Management & Glastir' 
(February '19 Policy Forum), ‘Climate Change' (June '19 AGM) and 'Bracken & 
Woodland Regeneration' (September '19 Authority meeting), and 
arranging/leading the 'walk and talk' (April '19) with WG Deputy Director Land 
Reform which led to submission of our 'Future Land Management' paper (July 
'19). 
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6. Authority continues to demonstrate its commitment to biodiversity and 
provision of specialist knowledge and skills, through employment of Senior 
Ecologist & Climate Change Adaptation Officer, Planning Ecologist, Ecologist 
(job-share), augmented currently through 2 INNS project staff.



7. BBNPA Position statements to further help embed biodiversity within 
decision making 
For example draft Climate Change and Woodland Regeneration Position 
Statements.



NOTE: Information in the above Table is provided thanks to the following National Park Officers:
Beverley Lewis, INNS Project Officer
Bridgit Schofield, Planning Ecologist
Chris O’Brien, Planning Officer (Policy)
Dr Bradley Welch, Senior Ecologist and Climate Adaptation Officer
Dr Louise Moon, Project Administrator & Partnership Manager, Black 
Mountains Land Use Partnership
Dr Paul Sinnadurai, Natural Resources Manager
Hayley Sharpe, Education Officer
Helen Roderick, Sustainable Development Officer
Jason Rees, Assistant Conservation Officer

Kevin Booker, IT Systems & Fleet
Lora Davies, Education Administration Officer 
Nicola Davies, Ecologist 
Rebecca Price, Ecologist
Richard Ball, Countryside & Access Project Officer
Richard Tyler, Sustainable Tourism Manager
Ruth Coulthard, Project Manager
Sunita Welch, Public Engagement Manager
Tracey Nettleton, Head of Strategy, Planning & Heritage
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Position Statement on Woodland Restoration and Expansion

Name of 
Committee

 National Park Authority

Date December 10th 2019

Report Author Dr Paul Sinnadurai FCIEEM

Job title Natural Resources Manager

Contact Details

Purpose of Report To submit the position statement on woodland restoration 
and expansion in the BBNP to NPA for approval

Single Integrated 
Assessment

If adopted, the position statement will have a positive impact 
on the Authority’s corporate goals, the Well-Being goals, the 
SD principle, a neutral impact on the use of the Welsh 
language, no impacts of itself on resources (though there are 
resource implications for implementing objectives and actions 
triggered by the statement).  Its adoption will have a direct 
bearing on Members’ decision making.

List of  Enclosures Enclosure 1 The position statement

Public Interest Test Not applicable

Recommendation(s) a) Adopt the position statement

1.1 Introduction

As the second of three position statements* prepared by the Landscape and Biodiversity Key 
Work Area, the position statement on Woodland Restoration and Expansion has been 
discussed and amended following first reading at Policy Forum on November 22nd 2019.

*Climate change and nature recovery; woodland restoration and expansion; and peatlands, 
rivers and wetlands.

1.2 Proposals
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It is proposed that the Authority adopts the position statement to use it to influence decision 
making, drive actions to mitigate and adapt to the consequences of global warming and to 
achieve nature recovery.

1.3 Implications

This and the other position statements align with:

o Recommendations in Valued and Resilient;

o The Natural Resources Policy focus on delivering nature-based solutions, 
increasing renewable energy, resource efficiency and taking a place-based 
approach;

o Emerging priorities in the four Area Statements affecting this National Park;

o The Park’s Nature Recovery Action Plan; and

o The Welsh Government’s letter to Chief Planning Officers (October 23rd 2019) 
instructing them that local planning authorities must be proactive in ensuring that 
biodiversity conservation and enhancement and the resilience of ecosystems are 
material planning considerations and that developments that fail to deliver this 
must be refused.

This position statement also aligns with the Woodlands for Wales Strategy (2018).

The position statements are timely because they will guide the development of LDP policy and 
National Park Management Plan priorities.  They will also help to position the Authority in the 
event that the Welsh Government is able to launch a new post-Brexit Environmental Land 
Management Scheme following consultation on “Sustainable Farming and Our Land.”

They also align with the proposed work streams for Land Use and Nature Recovery but at the 
time of writing, the latter are in draft form.  We await a clear indication of what resources will 
be allocated to deliver on this larger, essential agenda.

1.4 Risk

The climate and nature emergencies spell out the risks very clearly and loudly.  There is no 
time to delay; we have to show leadership in our decisions, actions and in who and what we 
support going forwards.  The public at large need help and assurance; so too do land managers; 
and so too do our staff.  Within this sparsely wooded landscape, within a sparsely wooded 
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country, there is a lot of scope and likely to be a lot of public support, for woodland 
restoration and expansion.  A key will be to secure sufficient interest and cooperation within 
the land management sector and to retain sufficient skills and staff to help deliver directly and 
through fund raising, partnerships and volunteers.  Transformative change is called for in the 
global evidence reports and this statement is a statement of change.

1.5 Conclusion

For Wales and the National Park to make a meaningful contribution to nature recovery and 
mitigating the impacts of climate change, the logic of striving for more, bigger, better and more 
joined up places for nature is indisputable.  Nature recovery and the climate emergency require 
transformative changes, quantum shifts in effort by everyone, now.  Adopting this and other 
position statements nail this Authority’s colours to the mast, and will help to drive our 
ambition, attitude and determination, in this instance, for woodland restoration and expansion.

RECOMMENDATION(S):

a) Adopt the position statement.
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Brecon Beacons National Park Authority:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment (SIIA) - The integrated approach to support effective decision making

BBNPA:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment Toolkit (Dec 2015) 1

Service Area Natural Resources Mgmt Report Author Dr Paul Sinnadurai Director who has approved 
this assessment Julian Atkins

Summary of Recommendation

1.   How does your recommendation impact on the Authority’s Corporate Goals?

Authority Goal How does the recommendation contribute 
to the goal?

Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or 
mitigate any negative impacts?

i. Managing Park landscapes to maximise 
conservation and public benefits

The position statement, if adopted, will 
stimulate better objective setting and 
decision making for woodland restoration and 
expansion

+ Better decision making and objective setting

ii. Conserving and enhancing biodiversity The position statement, if adopted, will 
stimulate better objective setting and 
decision making for woodland restoration and 
expansion

+ Better decision making and objective setting

iii. Providing opportunities for outdoor 
access and recreation

The position statement, if adopted, will 
stimulate better objective setting and 
decision making for accessible natural, 
wooded greenspace

+ Better decision making and objective setting

iv. Raising awareness and understanding of 
the Park

The position statement, if adopted, will 
stimulate better objective setting and 
decision making for people’s involvement in 
woodland restoration and expansion

+ Better decision making and objective setting

v. Building and maintaining sustainable 
communities, towns and villages

The position statement, if adopted, will 
stimulate better objective setting and 
decision including community woodlands in 
new developments

+ Better decision making and objective setting

vi. Sustainable economic development The position statement, if adopted, will 
stimulate better objective setting and 
decision including community woodlands in 
new developments

+ Better decision making and objective setting

2.  How does your recommendation impact on the Welsh Government’s well-being goals?
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Brecon Beacons National Park Authority:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment (SIIA) - The integrated approach to support effective decision making

BBNPA:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment Toolkit (Dec 2015) 2

Well-being Goal How does the recommendation contribute 
to the goal?

Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or 
mitigate any negative impacts?

A prosperous Wales:
Efficient use of resources, skilled, educated people, generates 
wealth, provides jobs.

Woodland and countryside access 
employment opportunities, increasing eco-
tourism opportunities, increasing landscape 
screening for new development opps.

+

A resilient Wales:
Maintain and enhance biodiversity and ecosystems that 
support resilience and can adapt to change (eg climate 
change).

Woodland restoration and expansion 
provides many benefits to nature recovery 
and mitigating and adapting to the causes 
and impacts of climate change

+

A healthier Wales:
People’s physical and mental well-being is maximised and 
health impacts are understood.

Increasing opportunities for direct and 
indirect involvement – green gym; health and 
well-being benefits of accessible natural 
greenspace

+

A Wales of cohesive communities:
Communities are attractive, viable, safe and well connected.

Community involvement, e.g., community 
woodlands +

A globally responsible Wales:
Taking account of impact on global well-being when 
considering local social, economic and environmental well-
being.

Mitigating GHG emissions 

+

A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language:
Culture, heritage and Welsh language are promoted and 
protected.

Involvement equally possible through Welsh 
and English +

A more equal Wales:
People can fulfil their potential no matter what their 
background or circumstances.

Does the recommendation 
affect a large amount of 
people? Please give any 
evidence

Does the recommendation 
affect a small group of people 
in a significant way? Please 
give any evidence

How will the recommendation take into account the 
differing needs of protected characteristics or address any 
negative impact? Please give details
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A more equal Wales:
People can fulfil their potential no matter what their 
background or circumstances.

Does the recommendation 
affect a large amount of 
people? Please give any 
evidence

Does the recommendation 
affect a small group of people 
in a significant way? Please 
give any evidence

How will the recommendation take into account the 
differing needs of protected characteristics or address any 
negative impact? Please give details

Age
Disability
Gender Reassignment
Marriage or civil partnership
Race
Religion or Belief
Sex
Sexual Orientation
Pregnancy and Maternity

NA NA NA

3.  How does your recommendation impact on the Sustainable Development Principles?

Sustainable Development Principle How does the recommendation impact on this principle?
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

Balancing short term 
need with long term 
and planning for the 
future.

Fits with Woodland for Wales Strategy and NRAP, which 
are both for the long term +

Working together 
with other partners 
to deliver.

Relies on co-operation with private land managers +

 Involving those 
with an   interest 
and seeking their 
views.

Private land managers, local communities, visitors +

Putting resources 
into preventing 
problems 

Preventing things from getting worse and ideally 
recovering things, is the intention +
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Sustainable Development Principle How does the recommendation impact on this principle?
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

occurring or getting worse.

Positively 
impacting on 
people, economy 
and environment 
and trying to 
benefit all three.

Yes, the intention, and likely to be popular +

4.  Welsh Language

Relevant Welsh Language Standard
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

Please give details here 

Standard 88
What effects will the policy have (positive or negative) on
a) Opportunities for people to use the Welsh Language
b) Treating the Welsh Language no less favourably than the English Language

- Make sure you address all the elements of the Standard

Standard 89
How could the policy be formulated or changed so that the policy decision would 
have positive effects or increased positive effects on
a) Opportunities for people to use the Welsh Language
b) Treating the Welsh Language no less favourably than the English Language

 

- Make sure you address all the elements of the Standard

Standard 90
How could the policy be formulated or changed so that it would not have adverse 
effects or would have reduced adverse effects on
a) Opportunities for people to use the Welsh Language
b) Treating the Welsh Language no less favourably than the English Language

- Make sure you address all the elements of the Standard

5. Resource Implications  
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Resource Please give details
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

Financial
A position statement so NA

The Public Services (Social Value) 
Act 2012:  Will this mean 
procurement over £172,514 
without using a recognised 
framework?

A position statement so NA

Staffing
A position statement so NA

6. Governance and Improvement

Will the recommendation have an impact on: Please give details

Positive 
(+)
Negative 
(-)
Neutral 
(N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive 
or mitigate any negative impacts?

Improvement: How will the decision be 
monitored and evaluated to lead to future 
improvements?

If adopted, the position statement will drive 
objectives for increasing woodland restoration and 
expansion

+

Governance: Will the decision lead to 
improved governance? 

If adopted, Members will need to use and defend 
the position statement. +

Privacy:  Will  there be any implications for 
personal information relating to individuals:

No
-

7. What are the risks associated with this recommendation?

Description of risk Impact 
(severity)

Probability 
(deliverability)

Inherent 
Risk Summary of possible controls Target 

Impact
Target 
Probability Target Risk

The Authority fails to adopt the statement 3 1 3 Adopted 1 1 1
Does it have potential to impact on another service area?
Not of itself.
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8.  Is there additional evidence to support the Single Integrated Impact Assessment (SIA)?

What additional evidence and data has informed the development of your proposal?
NA

9.  Impact Assessment Summary and Judgement

Outline Assessment (to be inserted in Committee Report)
If adopted, the position statement will have a positive impact on the Authority’s corporate goals, the Well-Being goals, the SD principle, a neutral impact on the use of the Welsh 
language, no impacts of itself on resources (though there are resource implications for implementing objectives and actions triggered by the statement).  Its adoption will have a direct 
bearing on Members’ decision making.
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A Statement on Woodland Restoration and Expansion in the Brecon Beacons National Park

Dr Paul Sinnadurai FCIEEM
Final version November 28th 2019
Date approved by BBNPA:
Date for review (set at two years from approval date):

The Issue

Atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations are too high and are increasing and the natural world is 
collapsing, all as a consequence of human activity.  The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s 
report1 (August 2019), coupled with the Intergovernmental Science Policy Platform on Biodiversity and 
Ecosystem Services report2 (May 2019) each advise that we must act now and achieve transformative 
change to limit annual average global temperature increases to within 1.5oC of 1990 levels, and to reverse 
the alarming decline in global biodiversity during this Anthropocene extinction event.  We agree with the 
IPCC priorities: first, to reduce emissions; second, to halt the loss of existing habitat and restore where 
possible; and third, afforestation and habitat creation.  We agree with the IPBES analysis that land-use 
change has had the largest negative impact on nature since 1970, followed by the overexploitation of 
animals, plants and other organisms mainly via harvesting, logging, hunting and fishing and that 
transformative actions are required to reverse these impacts.

The Welsh Government’s Woodlands for Wales Strategy (2018) aims to increase woodland cover in 
Wales by at least 2000 hectares per year between 2020 to 2030 and for tree cover to increase in the 
wider countryside and in and around towns and cities.  The Park’s Nature Recovery Action Plan, “A Future 
with Nature at its Heart,”3 promotes the approach of ‘more, bigger, better and more joined up’ places for 
nature.  It provides a response mechanism for this, led by the Local Nature Partnership.  Among several 
priorities, the woodland focus therein is to “develop a project surrounding the safeguarding of ancient 
woodland, ancient trees, wood pasture, ffridd/coed-cae and parkland, to include their management, restoration, 
renewal and expansion.  Also to determine their extent and quality, and to seek capital works funding.”

The evidence

The Brecon Beacons National Park is sparsely wooded, reflecting a history of human exploitation of 
formerly wooded areas for timber, agriculture, other wood fibre and fuel.  Today, just under 14% of the 
Park (18,484.37 ha) supports woodland or commercial forest plantations (Appendix 1 Table 1).  Of this, 
just under 5% of the Park (6411.91 ha) is semi-natural broadleaved woodland or mixed woodland, including 
planted mixed woodland.  Most of the Park’s deciduous woodland is in small fragments, is owned privately 
and most is not managed actively or with biodiversity conservation and nature recovery in mind.  There 
are, however, four woodland Special Areas of Conservation, numerous woodland Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest, several woodland nature reserves owned and managed by Natural Resources Wales, the National 
Trust Wales, the Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales, The Woodland Trust and the National Park 
Authority and a small but growing number of community-managed woodlands.  Historically, Coed Cymru 
provided an advisory service to the owners of the Park’s small woodlands.  The Local Development Plan 
includes policies for supporting new community woodlands and orchards within a development, 
supplementary planning guidance has been published4 on the biodiversity assets including woodland in and 
around the Park’s key settlements, and local planning authorities are required to encourage the 

1 https://www.ipcc.ch/report/srccl/
2 https://www.ipbes.net/global-assessment-report-biodiversity-ecosystem-services
3 https://www.beacons-npa.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/BBNPA-Nature-Recovery-A4-ENG-WEB.pdf
4 Biodiversity in the Towns of the National Park  https://www.beacons-npa.gov.uk/planning/draft-strategy-
and-policy/supplementary-planning-guidance/ 
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management of features such as small woodlands that are essential for the migration, dispersal and genetic 
exchange of wild species5.

The many benefits that healthy and expansive woodland provides, where it is already rich in biodiversity, 
include:

5 Article 10 of the EC Habitats Directive 1992.
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CO2 sequestration
Rich and varied nature
Healthy carbon and oxygen cycles
Nutrient recycling
Dust suppression
Pollution control
Atmospheric cooling
Water infiltration into the landscape

Water quality improvement
Soil conservation
Flood amelioration
Landscape screening
Landscape connectivity
Wood fibre and fuel
Socio-economic benefits
Human health and well-being.

Our analysis

Together with soil and peatland conservation and restoration, increasing woodland cover and wood 
pasture are proven means of mitigating the release of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) and locking up 
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2)6.  Additionally, woodland restoration and expansion are simple to 
understand and therefore popular.  Where objectives are well defined and schemes well designed and 
implemented, woodland restoration and expansion benefits nature and provides opportunities for people 
to get involved directly, improving their health and well-being.  We recognise that potentially, the Brecon 
Beacons National Park and its people provide ample opportunities to expand existing woodland by 
encouraging natural regeneration, woodland planting and relevant community and co-operative actions.  
Any methods must be caveated by intelligence to avoid a proliferation of plastic waste (tree guards), 
awareness that the Park’s small populations of red and fallow deer will expand, controlling invasive and 
non-native species and living with risks to native tree species from diseases, pests and pathogens now seen 
in larch die back, oak processionary moth, ash die back and others.  Woodland restoration and expansion 
must always be achieved in ways that complement the distribution, recovery and expansion of other 
habitats, conservation of the historic environment and that are sensitive to the need to continue to 
produce food in local and regional supply chains.

The sparse and fragmented extent of the Park’s woodlands mean that their contribution as a carbon sink 
to mitigate GHG emissions is likely to be small.  Fragmentation also suppresses woodlands’ ecological 
diversity and wildlife richness.  To achieve noticeable benefits requires a significant and sustained, multi-
decadal effort to restore woodland (Appendix 1), especially broadleaf woodland, connect between 
woodlands and remove the pressures on existing woodlands, whilst complementing the restoration of 
other habitats and the conservation of the historic environment.

Historically, wooded areas were cleared to facilitate hunting and pasture expansion.  Woodlands as we 
understand them today were enclosed deliberately from more open wood pasture landscapes and planted 
and managed to provide timber (building, ship building, other uses), charcoal and wood fuel.  We must 
restore, conserve and enhance these enclosed ancient semi-natural woodlands but ecologically, unenclosed 
areas of scrub, wood pasture, parkland and ‘forest’ (i.e., open areas of wood, scrub and grassland), with 
appropriate grazing – e.g., cattle, which naturally are forest animals - might be more beneficial and this will 
be more beneficial for landscape enrichment too.  So we will be supportive of a range of woodland types 
on floodplains and valley sides, as well as retaining and bolstering the mature and veteran/ancient trees 
present already.  We will support woodland expansion that is ecologically and bio-geographically intelligent, 
retaining and encouraging the recovery of other habitats too.

There are sufficient data, understanding and knowledge to design a woodland regeneration plan for the 
Park, and there is an appetite to seek capital and revenue funding to implement this.  The key to success is 
to achieve cross-sector consensus for concerted and sustained, decadal action, and to deliver on this basis.  
Appendix 1 outlines some estimated costs and scope.

6 https://woodlandcarboncode.org.uk/
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Actions needed to effectively increase the extent and ecological quality of the Park’s deciduous 
woodland 

We need a strong woodland partnership to lead on woodland restoration and expansion and to build on and 
extend beyond the progress made through the woodland agri-environment incentives to date (Woodland Grant 
Scheme, Better Woodlands for Wales, and the several Glastir Woodland grants).  The natural lead partners are 
Natural Resources Wales, The National Trust, Farming Connect, Coed Cadw, Coed Cymru, Dŵr Cymru Welsh 
Water, the Wye and Usk Foundation, the Vincent Wildlife Trust, the Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales, 
Gwent Wildlife Trust, universities and willing private landowners; underpinned by a real intent by Welsh 
Government to improve woodland cover here.  This partnership would work in collaboration with the new 
business advisory service sought under Sustainable Farming and Our Land.

The woodland restoration and expansion programme would aim to achieve:

Setting objectives for the ‘Favourable Conservation Status7 of broadleaf woodland and soils in the Brecon 
Beacons National Park’

Setting objectives, a pathway and timetable to achieve woodland FCS including:

Restoring coedcae/ffridd and altitudinal zonation of woodlands and trees
Restoring and expanding wood pasture and parkland
Restoring riparian woodland
Restoring broadleaf woodland on PAWS (Planted Ancient Woodland Sites)
Restoring wooded habitat biodiversity
Achieving consensus for woodland regeneration on registered common land
Recovering a more even, less erratic river discharge throughout the year
Safeguarding the historic environment
Achieving access and Rights of Way improvements for accessible natural greenspace including 
woodland
Developing woodland cropping for timber, fibre and carbon capture
Avoiding widespread ‘coniferisation’ on land released from agriculture
Removing inappropriate woodland and shelter belts
Supporting community woodland initiatives, and
Developing pilot projects and areas for the above.

7 https://ieep.eu/publications/how-is-favourable-conservation-status-being-defined-across-the-eu
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Appendix 1

An illustration of the costs and scope of a 50 year woodland regeneration programme 
for the Brecon Beacons National Park

Given sufficient funding, local provenance tree planting would be part of a suite of actions to 
encourage more woodland, including natural regeneration and non-intervention, where the latter 
implies ceasing any form of active land management or agriculture.  Woodland would be encouraged 
where it is most beneficial ecologically, and this would be influenced by the places where natural 
regeneration is happening already as a consequence of a decline or ceasing of agriculture, and by 
priorities set for other habitats and the historic environment.  It would also be influenced by the 
balance of woodland type in the Park and designations such as registered common land, access land, 
Sites of Special Scientific Interest, Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Historic Parks and Gardens and 
Landscapes of Outstanding and Special Historic Interest. (Table 1).  Models such as Natural 
Resources Wales’ “Working with Natural Processes Mapping8” and connectivity modelling9 would 
also be used.

Table 1 The extent of woodland habitats in the Brecon Beacons National Park in 2015, illustrating land designations and 
woodland owned by statutory and non-governmental organisations.  Data provided by BIS, the Biodiversity Information Service 
for Powys and the Brecon Beacons National Park.  SAC:  Special Area of Conservation; SSSI:  Site of Special Scientific Interest; 
NNR:  National Nature Reserve; NT:  National Trust; NRW:  Natural Resources Wales; WT:  Wildlife Trust; NPA:  National 
Park Authority

        Habitat Overall area in park Area within…. / acres

Code Description
hectares acres SAC SSSI NNR NT NRW WT NPA

TOTAL 
AREA 

UNDER 
OWNERSHIP 

/ acres

A.1.1.1
semi- natural 
broadleaved woodland 6025.62 14889.64 820.04 1761.60 65.83 262.86 960.18 66.20 107.95 4044.66

A.1.1.2
plantation broadleaved 
woodland 242.65 599.59 11.51 16.49 0 13.50 178.57 0 2.42 222.48

A.1.2.2
plantation coniferous 
woodland 12072.46 29831.70 18.90 251.05 0 47.70 19381.71 401.95 8.25 20109.55

A.1.3.1
semi-natural mixed 
woodland 1.81 4.48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A.1.3.2
plantation mixed 
woodland 141.83 350.47 0 0 0 52.87 44.70 0 0 97.57

Total woodland 18484.37 45675.88 850.44 2029.13 65.83 376.93 20565.16 468.14 118.62 24474.26

Funds would cover the purchase and planting costs on the one hand (capital) and the maintenance 
incentive for the long term on the other (revenue) for planted, naturally regenerating and non-
intervention sites.  The revenue payments would be based on a combination of:

The value of other land uses no longer active

The market value of woodland

Whether for carbon sequestration

Landscape enhancement, nature recovery etc. and

The labour costs for woodland maintenance; projected over e.g., a 50 year window.

8 http://lle.gov.wales/map/wwnp#m=-3.673,52.57322,13 
9 Latham, J. and Rothwell, J.  2019  A Handbook on Habitat Networks:  Practical Application for Improving 
Connectivity and Building Ecosystem Resilience.  NRW Evidence Report No. 275.
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In terms of funding duration, 50 years is a reasonable start.  A long term programme would need to 
establish who is responsible for long term maintenance, replacement of dying and dead trees, 
maintaining desired densities and species mixes, and so on.  Agreements would need to be secured 
in the event of property succession or change of ownership and they would need to maintain 
flexibility for changing objectives, circumstances and opportunities for maintaining wooded habitats.

In terms of amount of funds per year, £1,000,000.00 per year for the first 20 years* (£20M capital 
fund for 20 years), tailing off gradually into a maintenance window for the following 30 years (e.g., 
£10M over 30 years).  This budget would also pay for baseline surveys, disease surveys and 
monitoring (ash die back, oak processionary moth, larch die back etc.), provide advice to 
landowners, control invasive non-native species that benefit from woodland expansion, hire staff, pay 
contractors, engage the public e.g., “where do you believe your area would benefit most from more 
broadleaved woodland?” and public planting and woodland management projects, establishing local 
provenance tree nurseries to bulk up supplies, and monitor the ecological and climate mitigation 
consequences of more woodland.

*To illustrate what £1,000,000 would achieve:

planting trees at1 m spacing within 1 hectare: 100  x 100  = 10,000 trees/ha

2 m spacing within 1 hectare:  50 x 50 =2,500 trees/ha

3 m spacing within 1 hectare:  30 x 30 =900 trees/ha.

At these varying planting densities, whilst more trees might be planted per hectare at smaller 
spacing, the time taken to double the area of woodland in the Brecon Beacons National Park is 
inversely related to the planting density (Table 2).  Additional woodland would be achieved through 
natural regeneration, non-intervention and by observation of areas where this is happening already 
as a consequence of cessation of agriculture, principally livestock grazing.  An annual fund of £1M is 
not in fact adequate to double the area of woodland within the Brecon Beacons National Park at a 
rate sufficient to meet the climate emergency.  So a £2M annual fund would double the rates of tree 
planting, a £3M fund would treble this, and so on.

Table 2 The estimated costs of tree planting at varying planting densities, the number of years required just 
using tree planting to double the area of woodland in the Brecon Beacons National Park irrespective of 
woodland type (see also Table 1) and the area planted during an initial 20 year capital funding phase 
(followed by 30 years of maintenance funding).  This model assumes a cost of £2.00 per bare-rooted tree 
whip (including tree guards but not tree stakes), and a slow rate of planting of 50 trees per hour in a 5 hour 
day (tiring work and two hours per day for travel and set up time), i.e., 250 trees planted/day, at a day 
labour rate of £10.00/hour or £70.00/day.  Transport, fuel and tool costs and all administration fees are also 
listed.

Trees/ha Capital costs 
@£2.00/tree

Labour 
time @250 

trees/day

Labour 
cost

Total cost 15% for 
transport, 
fuel, tools 

and admin’

Number of 
hectares 
planted 

per year

Number of 
years 

required to 
double the 

area of 
woodland in 

BBNP

Area of 
hectares 

planted in 
20 out of 
50 years 
funding

10,000 (1 m 
spacing) £20,000 40 £2,800 £22,800 £26,220 44 420 880

2,500 (2 m 
spacing) £5,000 10 £700 £5,700 £6,555 175 106 3,500

900 (3 m 
spacing) £1,800 4 £280 £2,080 £2,392 481 38 9,620
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Appendix 2

What we know already

The information we have to hand already includes:

The Welsh Government’s progress on climate change mitigation: Annual Report of the 
Climate Change, Environment and Rural Affairs Committee May 2018
Woodlands for Wales Strategy 2018
SoNaRR
Valued and Resilient call to increase woodland cover
Natural Resources Policy to deliver nature-based solutions, increase renewable energy and 
resource efficiency and take a place-based approach
Future landscape modelling project underway at Reading University
At least 17 sets of woodland data for the Park
The known distribution of other habitats of principal importance to Wales
Woodland SSSIs
The Park’s Landscape Character Assessment
The NRAP
The Park’s Historic Environmental Record
The biodiversity audits and Supplementary Planning Guidance for the Park’s key settlements
The Local Development Plan policies for protecting designated and protected sites and 
species, for protecting ancient woodland, for assessing the ecological consequences of a 
development proposal and for creating new woodland
Glastir Woodland Creation and Woodland Management data, and historic data for the 
Woodland Grant Scheme and Better Woodlands for Wales (NRW)
Glastir Monitoring and Evaluation Programme data (Centre for Ecology and Hydrology)
An understanding of our knowledge gaps* and those for SoNaRR II
Habitat network mapping underway for the Park (NRAP actions 1.4 and 3.1)
Availability of habitat suitability and permeability modelling processes
Areas where natural regeneration is known to be underway already
NRW’s Glastir Factsheets, which pick up the BBNPA’s initial advice on red, amber and green 
areas for woodland planting
Aerial photography, satellite imagery and LiDAR data (WG, NRW, BBNPA, DCWW).

*Knowledge gaps include:

Where the greatest benefits will be achieved for woodland ecosystem resilience through 
active management
The distribution and status of mature and veteran trees
The distribution of all Invasive Non-Native Species that would benefit from woodland 
expansion
What do people living and working in the Park feel and understand about their local 
woodland?
What is the landscape impact of a more wooded and treed landscapes?
For SoNaRR II:

Extent and condition, including coniferous forest
Distribution of pest and disease outbreaks
Aspects of ecological diversity relevant to resilience
Information on how woodland buffers noise, conserves soil, regulates temperature 
and air quality
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The role of wood and timber in circular economies
Condition of ancient semi-natural woodland with trends over time
Diversity of ASNW with trends of time
The proportion of PAWS that have been restored, and their condition
Research outputs linked to climate change impacts and species suitability for planting
Carbon sequestration rates for different species
Impact of ash dieback (Hymenoscyphus fraxineus) on ASNW.
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BBNPA Volunteer Policy and Member Champion report.

Name of 
Committee

National Park Authority

Date 10.12.19

Report Author Clare Parsons

Job title Sustainable Development Manager

Contact Details Clare.parsons@beacons-npa.gov.uk

Purpose of Report To consider the Member Champion’s report on Volunteers 
and Volunteering and agree the proposed Volunteering Policy

To propose a series of actions to clarify and enhance BBNPA 
support for Volunteering and Volunteers

Single Integrated 
Assessment
List of  Enclosures Enclosure 1

Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Volunteer Policy 

Enclosure 2

Member Champion Volunteers Report

Public Interest Test
 ‘Not applicable’
 

Recommendation(s) RECOMMENDATION(S):

1) To agree the BBNPA Volunteer Policy

2) To accept the Member Champion for Volunteers 
report 

3) To agree actions addressing the report’s 
recommendations:

a) To explore opportunities for joint working with 
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volunteers with other conservation bodies 
operating in the National Park, including 
training, joint tasks and social activities

b) To consider staff support for Volunteer 
Development as part of the BBNPA Change 
Programme

c) To take action to enhance the online support for 
Volunteers and Volunteer Coordination

1.1 Introduction or Background

Around 100 people are registered and active as Volunteers with the Authority at any 
one time. The Brecon Beacons benefit each year from around 10,000 hours of volunteer 
time. Volunteers make a valuable contribution to a variety of activities including with 
wardens and other staff on site-based delivery, patrolling and at the Visitor Centres and 
Craig-y-Nos Country Park. Volunteers help deliver the National Park Management Plan,  
achieving more with the limited resources available. Volunteering benefits peoples’ 
health and wellbeing, and for some can support entry into a career in conservation. 

BBNPA Volunteers work with staff in several sections of the Authority. In 2011 a new 
part-time post of Volunteer Coordinator was introduced. This quickly enabled the 
number of Volunteer hours delivered annually to double, and introduced Volunteers to 
new areas of activity, for example the Mynydd Illtyd Patrol Volunteers

Recently support of Volunteers has been reviewed, initially as part of the Scrutiny 
Review of Partnerships. More recently the Member Champion for Volunteers has 
explored directly with Volunteers their experience of Volunteering for BBNPA. This has 
taken the form of conversations, emails and a facilitated discussion with Volunteers in 
September 2019. A report from the Member Champion is attached  (Encl. 2). In 
addition, BBNPA’s Health and Safety advisor has made a number of recommendations 
to better support Volunteers.

In response to the above, and in addition to the recommendations below, the 
Authority’s Senior Delivery Team has in November 2019 agreed a series of operational 
actions to support Volunteering, and introduced  Guidance & Procedures  for Staff 
Working with Volunteers and Guidance for with Volunteers. 
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1.2 Proposals

 To agree a BBNPA Volunteer Policy (Encl. 1)
 To accept the Member Champion for Volunteers Report
 To agree actions addressing the report’s recommendations including: exploring 

joint working with Volunteers with other conservation bodies, considering staff 
support for Volunteers and enhancing online support for Volunteers and 
Volunteer Coordination

1.3 Implications

The review by the Member Champion for Volunteers has highlighted that the Authority 
needs to make improvements in a number of areas and needs to:

 Develop a common understanding of BBNPA involvement in Volunteering, 
amongst staff, Volunteers, potential volunteers and referral agencies

 Provide better support and a stronger sense of inclusion for our existing 
volunteers

 Enhance the contribution that Volunteering makes to the National Park 

1.4 Risk

While the review and discussions with volunteers have highlighted that continuing with 
the status quo in terms of support for Volunteers and Volunteering might be acceptable 
it does pose the risk of having a negative effect over time, and there are significant 
potential opportunities for enhancement which the Authority needs to harness. 

1.5 Conclusion
The recommendations will help to develop a common understanding of Volunteering , 
better support existing volunteers and potentially enhance the volunteer experience and  
overall contribution made by Volunteers to the National Park 

RECOMMENDATION(S):

1) To agree the BBNPA Volunteer Policy

2) To accept the Member Champion for Volunteers report 

3) To agree actions addressing the report’s recommendations:
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a) To explore opportunities for joint working with volunteers with 
other conservation bodies operating in the National Park, 
including training, joint tasks and social activities

b) To consider staff support for Volunteer Development as part of 
the BBNPA Change Programme

c) To take action to enhance the online support for Volunteers and 
Volunteer Coordination
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Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Volunteer Policy 

1. Vision
The Brecon Beacons National Park Authority provides a high quality volunteering 
experience that makes a significant contribution to the conservation and enhancement 
of the National Park’s natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage, and people’s 
enjoyment and understanding of the Park’s special qualities.

2. Who is a volunteer? 
A volunteer is an individual who commits time to unpaid activity to support National Park purpose 
delivery. This includes one-off practical tasks, regular conservation tasks, volunteers carrying out 
people–facing and survey/monitoring roles, providing specialist advice, and those who take part in 
steering groups and committees.
To comply with the BBNPA Safeguarding Policy volunteers will generally be 18 years or older. The 
exception is tasks involving vulnerable people, with support, or young people under the supervision 
of supporting adults. 

3. Which volunteers does this policy cover? 
This policy applies only to volunteering organised by BBNPA. We recognise that many forms of 
volunteering contribute significantly to delivery of the Park’s purposes. For example, volunteering 
by community groups, student placements, staff volunteering and other volunteer programmes. 

4. Why engage volunteers? 

It helps deliver the National Park Management Plan. Volunteering means we can achieve 
more with the limited resources available, by undertaking tasks and projects that would not 
otherwise be done. It can inform decision-making by drawing on a diverse range of experience. 

It benefits people’s health and wellbeing from working in protected landscapes, learning and 
discovering new skills, developing social networks with like-minded people, and 'giving something 
back'. Volunteering is a way of discovering the National Park and can help develop knowledge, 
confidence and skills, and can be a vital pathway into a career in conservation. 
Around 100 people volunteer with the Authority. The Brecon Beacons benefit each year from 
around 10,000 hours of volunteer time. Volunteers make a valuable contribution to a variety of 
activities including with wardens and other staff on site-based delivery, patrolling and at the Visitor 
Centres and Craig-y-Nos Country Park. 

5. Principles – the Authority will:

o help volunteers to gain satisfaction, enjoyment and personal development;

o enable volunteers to be safe and effective, providing training as necessary;

o commit to best practice, consistent and transparent volunteer management; 

o ensure that people from a wide variety of backgrounds and abilities are enabled to 
volunteer;

o ensure that an understanding of value informs decision making, and that delivery and impact 
is monitored and evaluated.

Details of current volunteering opportunities are available on the BBNPA website
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https://www.beacons-npa.gov.uk/the-authority/volunteering/

Further information and full Guidance for potential and new volunteers is available from the National Park 
Authority:  Guidance for Volunteers with Brecon Beacons National Park Authority.
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Member Champion Volunteers Report to Policy Forum November 2019 

The existing Volunteers Partnership works well and, with a limited amount of additional input, could be 
further enhanced to maximise opportunities for people seeking opportunities for practical conservation 
projects and for volunteering more generally. 

Having a day out with the Abergavenny volunteers putting in a gate on a bridleway we discussed the 
advantages of volunteers assisting the wardens in their work. The wardens mentioned the amount of 
work done by the volunteers on rights of way that they would not complete without them. The social 
benefits and friendships gained was also mentioned. The volunteers recognised the preparation that 
went into organising the day making sure materials were on site, informing landowners and directing 
the volunteers to the task in hand in a safe and non-patronising way. Warden quoted “As Wardens we 
really value the help and support, we the get from volunteers and appreciate your interest to help 
improve the way we work together looking after the National Park.” 

A day with the Criw Craggies was interesting. One common theme was that the Authority recognise the 
part that volunteers play and also recognise the contribution they can make to the organisation not just 
in practical work. Although some say after a busy career, they did not want to be the decision makers 
but be instructed. They would like to see coordination across the National Park for volunteers. Profile 
volunteers so that their skills can be used most effectively. Budget for training and park wide policies. 

I also met with the Archaeology Officer and interviewed the volunteers who carry out survey work. 
Volunteers need not just be seen in terms of practical work. To be more inclusive and diverse volunteers 
could be asked to carry out survey work. There are already surveys like the pine martin and grouse 
counts. There are further opportunities to help within the National Park for example woodland surveys. 
It is recognised that this expansion would require further support from staff. 
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The opportunity to work with the Canal and River Trust, National Trust and other volunteer groups to 
form a Park wide volunteer service should be considered. There would be a clear recruitment and 
support mechanism to ensure volunteers potential was recognised. Currently the National Park is unable 
to provide that support on its own. A part time and ever-changing Co Ordinator does not carry the 
weight or the support to do more. The Glover report on National Parks in England recognises not only 
the contribution that volunteers can make but the advantage for health and wellbeing of volunteering 
and the wider ambassador role of volunteers. We need to expand our offer to cover more than practical 
work but there are so many areas that volunteers with varying skills could offer. I would also question 
whether in the Annual Report just measuring volunteers’ hours spent, this is impressive in terms of the 
number nearly 10 000 hours per annum. Should we also be measuring for example volunteer 
satisfaction. Many volunteers felt they were not given sufficient briefing and took a while before they 
realized what the Authority did and the different jobs of staff with different budgets and management 
roles. A diagram showing both staff structures and different volunteer groups would be helpful. There is 
an opportunity through the new web site to correct this.   There was a marked difference between 
funding and support for the Upland volunteers compared with the Lowland volunteers. Generally tools, 
training and staff support was good.  The volunteers recognise that they needed looking after but where 
appropriate, should be given opportunities to exercise their own initiative and not controlled. A suggest 
of a Compact between the Authority and the Volunteers would be good for both in terms of clarifying 
expectations, roles and responsibilities. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) Park wide volunteer service that signs vols to an area of their expertise. National Trust, Canal 
and River Trust and other welsh charities. This could be a catalyst for diversity. Make sure that 
there is a standard across all volunteers.  

2) Training -visit other sites and other volunteers for example Canal and River Trust. Recognition 
from BBNP. Not just there to put in stiles. Very much Wellbeing and Future Generations agenda.  

3) Expand the Volunteers Development role. 

4) A simple way that volunteers could be recognised and also gain more members would be to 
have a sign on every piece of work saying this was carried out by volunteers of the Brecon 
Beacons National Park. This recognition is practised in many areas of the country especially by 
voluntary Ramblers groups. 

5) The opportunity to meet others who volunteer in the Park by having social get togethers.  

6) Improvements to the web site giving information that the volunteers request and providing a 
forum for the group to interact. 

. 

Conclusion 

Current volunteers are passionate about their contribution to the Brecon Beacons, they have put 
forward suggestions that I hope will be discussed by the SDT and Policy Forum . They would like to be 
appreciated and receive recognition from members and staff. The NPA has issues to look into regarding 
commitment and resources for fully supporting volunteers. 

Ian J S Rowat 

Volunteer Champion.        31/10/19 
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Brecon Beacons National Park Authority:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment (SIIA) - The integrated approach to support effective decision making

BBNPA:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment Toolkit (Dec 2015) 1

The Single, Integrated, Impact Assessment (SIIA) toolkit incorporating Welsh Language, Equalities, Well Being of Future Generations Act, Risk Management and Resources, supporting effective decision 
making and ensuring compliance with respective legislation.  There are a number of pieces of legislation that the National Park Authority is subject to, which require us to carefully consider how we make 
decisions:

Equality Act 2010 (Statutory Duties) (Wales) Regulations 2011 

This specifies that the Authority must have due regard to: 
 Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation 
 Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a 

relevant protected characteristic and those who do not;
 Foster good relations between people who share a protected 

characteristic and those who do not.
And must:
 Remove or minimise disadvantages experienced by people due to 

their protected characteristics
 Take steps to meet the needs of people from protected groups.
 Encourage people with protected characteristics to participate in 

public life or in other activities where their participation is 
disproportionately low. 

The Act describes fostering good relations as tackling prejudice and 
promoting understanding between people who share a protected 
characteristic and those who do not. Meeting the duty may involve 
treating some people more favourably than others, as long as this 
does not contravene other provisions within the Act.

Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 

The Wellbeing of Future Generations Act will from April 2016 require all 
public bodies to demonstrate that we are improving social, economic, 
environmental and cultural wellbeing, whilst also looking to the future, 
planning for the long term and ensuring that we don’t compromise the 
ability of future generations to be able to do the same.  This is called 
sustainable development.

The Act sets out 7 Wellbeing Goals:  
 A Prosperous Wales
 A Resilient Wales
 A Healthier Wales
 A More Equal Wales
 A Wales of Cohesive Communities
 A Wales of Vibrant Culture and Thriving Welsh Language
 A Globally Responsible Wales

We have to demonstrate how we are contributing to all of these goals 
and following the 5 Sustainable Development principles:
Long term, Integration, Collaboration, Involvement and Prevention

Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011

 Gives the Welsh language official status in 
Wales 

 Establishes the principle that the Welsh 
language should be treated no less 
favourably than the English language

 Requires public authorities to comply with 
standards relating to Welsh language 
provision

The Policy Making Standards relate to assessing 
the impact of policies and decisions on 
opportunities for persons to use the Welsh 
language, and on treating the Welsh language 
no less favourably than the English language. 
The Authority must therefore consider the 
Welsh Language when we are developing 
policies and strategies or when considering new 
ways of providing services.

Integrated Risk Assessment (Legislative Frameworks) - Whilst there is no formal legislation which stipulates that we must formally manage our risks, it is good practice to undertake risk management, a 
process whereby we assess, evaluate and take action on risks in order to increase the probability of success and reduce the likelihood of failure. This process should include regular monitoring to ensure 
control of our identified risks where required.  The outputs from effective risk management include compliance, assurance and enhanced decision making.  These outputs provide benefits by way of 
improvements in the efficiency of our operations, successful delivery of our projects and the implementation of our corporate objectives.

Risk management is a continuous process that supports the development and implementation of our corporate planning and budget setting processes.  Plans typically focus on a desired future, which is 
underpinned by a set of reasonable assumptions.  However, each of these assumptions carries a level of uncertainty and risk.  Using identified risks in the corporate planning and budget setting 
processes will ensure that we make informed decisions based on the current level of risk, and are fully aware of how the risks could either have a negative impact on our ability to deliver our objectives, 
or expose opportunities that we can exploit.  Achieving our targeted performance is dependent upon our ability to manage our risks.  As we deal with a changing legislative and policy framework we 
need to become shrewder about the risks we take so we can sustain our services with a continually reducing budget.  Equally importantly we must be aware of the risks to avoid to ensure we protect our 
customers, reputation and financial stability.
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Brecon Beacons National Park Authority:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment (SIIA) - The integrated approach to support effective decision making

BBNPA:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment Toolkit (Dec 2015) 2

Service Area Delivery Report Author Clare Parsons Director who has approved 
this assessment Julian Atkins

Summary of Recommendation
Together the recommendations will consolidate and strengthen the support for Volunteers to contribute to NPMP delivery by undertaking a range of 
tasks and projects that would not otherwise be done

1) To agree the BBNPA Volunteer Policy

2) To accept the Member Champion for Volunteers report 

3) To agree  actions addressing the report’s recommendations :

1.   How does your recommendation impact on the Authority’s Corporate Goals?

Authority Goal How does the recommendation contribute 
to the goal?

Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or 
mitigate any negative impacts?

i. Managing Park landscapes to maximise 
conservation and public benefits

by undertaking tasks and projects that 
would not otherwise be done

+

ii. Conserving and enhancing biodiversity by undertaking tasks and projects that 
would not otherwise be done

+

iii. Providing opportunities for outdoor 
access and recreation

by undertaking tasks and projects that 
would not otherwise be done

+

iv. Raising awareness and understanding of 
the Park

by raising awareness with Volunteers . by 
patrolling vistor sites and engaging with 
visitiors 

+

v. Building and maintaining sustainable 
communities, towns and villages

Wellbeing benefits for local volunteers, 
support for local projects +

vi. Sustainable economic development by supporting access projects that improve 
visitor experience +

2.  How does your recommendation impact on the Welsh Government’s well-being goals?
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BBNPA:  Single Integrated Impact Assessment Toolkit (Dec 2015) 3

Well-being Goal How does the recommendation contribute 
to the goal?

Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or 
mitigate any negative impacts?

A prosperous Wales:
Efficient use of resources, skilled, educated people, generates 
wealth, provides jobs.

Adds value to visitor experience 
Opportunity for training and skills for those 
looking for a career in conservation +

A resilient Wales:
Maintain and enhance biodiversity and ecosystems that 
support resilience and can adapt to change (eg climate 
change).

Supports contribution to biodiversity projects  

+

A healthier Wales:
People’s physical and mental well-being is maximised and 
health impacts are understood.

Impact on volunteers’  wellbeing (physical, 
mental and emotional)  Contributes to 
enhanced access to outdoor environment

+

A Wales of cohesive communities:
Communities are attractive, viable, safe and well connected.

Encourages understanding between different 
communities through delivering together, 
and engaging with visitors eg. patrolling. 

+

A globally responsible Wales:
Taking account of impact on global well-being when 
considering local social, economic and environmental well-
being.

 

N

A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language:
Culture, heritage and Welsh language are promoted and 
protected.

Some volunteering enhances or protects built 
heritage. Supports cultural heritage eg. 
Events and sharing local knowledge +

A more equal Wales:
People can fulfil their potential no matter what their 
background or circumstances.

Does the recommendation 
affect a large amount of 
people? Please give any 
evidence

Does the recommendation 
affect a small group of people 
in a significant way? Please 
give any evidence

How will the recommendation take into account the 
differing needs of protected characteristics or address any 
negative impact? Please give details
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A more equal Wales:
People can fulfil their potential no matter what their 
background or circumstances.

Does the recommendation 
affect a large amount of 
people? Please give any 
evidence

Does the recommendation 
affect a small group of people 
in a significant way? Please 
give any evidence

How will the recommendation take into account the 
differing needs of protected characteristics or address any 
negative impact? Please give details

Age
Disability
Gender Reassignment
Marriage or civil partnership
Race
Religion or Belief
Sex
Sexual Orientation
Pregnancy and Maternity

N N

Policy states The Authority will ensure that people 
from a wide variety of backgrounds and abilities are 
enabled to volunteer;

3.  How does your recommendation impact on the Sustainable Development Principles?

Sustainable Development Principle How does the recommendation impact on this principle?
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

Balancing short term 
need with long term 
and planning for the 
future.

The proposal supports more delivery by Volunteers  
undertaking tasks and projects that would not 
otherwise be done, and so contributing to BBNPA 
work to support National Park resilience for the long 
term 

+

Working together 
with other partners 
to deliver.

The recommendations include exploring further 
opportunities for partnership working with other land 
management bodies

+

 Involving those 
with an   interest 
and seeking their 
views.

As part of developing the proposal the views of all BBNPA 
Volunteers were sought. A number attended a facilitated 
meeting with the Member Champion for Volunteers and 
lead officers. Officers working with Volunteers formed a 
working group to develop proposals

+

Putting resources 
into preventing 
problems 

The proposal supports more delivery by Volunteers  
undertaking tasks and projects that would not 
otherwise be done, and so contributing to BBNPA 

+
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Sustainable Development Principle How does the recommendation impact on this principle?
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

occurring or getting worse. work to support National Park resilience for the long 
term, including for example addressing erosion 

Positively 
impacting on 
people, economy 
and environment 
and trying to 
benefit all three.

As above benefiting environment. And at the same time 
supporting recreational access for local people and 
visitors, and so  benefiting the visitor economy

+

4.  Welsh Language

Relevant Welsh Language Standard
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

Please give details here 

Standard 88
What effects will the policy have (positive or negative) on
a) Opportunities for people to use the Welsh Language
b) Treating the Welsh Language no less favourably than the English Language

N

Standard 89
How could the policy be formulated or changed so that the policy decision would 
have positive effects or increased positive effects on
a) Opportunities for people to use the Welsh Language
b) Treating the Welsh Language no less favourably than the English Language

 

N

Standard 90
How could the policy be formulated or changed so that it would not have adverse 
effects or would have reduced adverse effects on
a) Opportunities for people to use the Welsh Language
b) Treating the Welsh Language no less favourably than the English Language

N

5. Resource Implications  
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Resource Please give details
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

Financial
Costs of supporting Volunteering are more than 
reciprocated by c.10,000 hours of additional 
delivery each year

+

The Public Services (Social Value) 
Act 2012:  Will this mean 
procurement over £172,514 
without using a recognised 
framework?

No

N

Staffing
Initially from existing staffing. Consideration of 
future staffing is 1 of the recommendations N

6. Governance and Improvement

Will the recommendation have an impact on: Please give details

Positive 
(+)
Negative 
(-)
Neutral 
(N)

What will be done to better contribute to positive 
or mitigate any negative impacts?

Improvement: How will the decision be 
monitored and evaluated to lead to future 
improvements?

An annual review is suggested 
+

Governance: Will the decision lead to 
improved governance? N

Privacy:  Will  there be any implications for 
personal information relating to individuals: N

7. What are the risks associated with this recommendation?

Description of risk Impact 
(severity)

Probability 
(deliverability)

Inherent 
Risk Summary of possible controls Target 

Impact
Target 
Probability Target Risk

Score 1-3 Score 1-3 Calc 3-9 Summary of proposed actions to control 
risk by mitigation and contingency Score 1-3 Score 1-3 Calc 3-9

Does it have potential to impact on another service area?
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8.  Is there additional evidence to support the Single Integrated Impact Assessment (SIA)?

What additional evidence and data has informed the development of your proposal?

9.  Impact Assessment Summary and Judgement

Outline Assessment (to be inserted in Committee Report)

The proposals support Volunteers being able to make a continuing and enhanced contribution to a range of Wellbeing Goals.
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